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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

WWW.DENNEWS.COM

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
CAMPUS I VOTER REGISTRATION

Staff member
battles cancer
a second time
.Benefit to help Mike
Hackett recoup expenses
BJ Sara~ Whitney
News Edrtor

When Eastern Su.ff Member
Mike Hackerr found out he had
cancer, he thought he was going
to die.
At fim. he jusr seemed sick.
His tongue and tonsils were

swollen. He wenc co the doecor.
had a biopsy and went home.
Then the docror called.
"The first ching I choughr of
was to gee your things in order,"
Hackett said.
Th.is was in 2004.
Hackett has worked at Eastern
on and off for 18 years, fuse in
the Audio Visual Depanmcnr,
starting in 1986. He cbcn left for
two years in 1995 and rerumed in
1997 to work in Mail Services.
*Mail's in my blood," he said
explaining his dad worked as
Charleston's assisrant postmaster
while growing up and his brother,
Burch, later followed his dad and
is now Charleston's Post Mascer.
"I've always liked working
wicb mail: to make sure to
get everybody cbeir packages,
working with the people ar
Eastern," Hackett said "The
supervisors and people I work
with arc like family. Ir's great to
go to work."
Hackett was diagnosed with
T-ccll Lymphoma, which is most
often determined by swollen
lymph nodes when no infection
is present.
"You felt your heart drop
because that was the last time
you were expecting," Hacken
said about his diagnosis. "I felr
heaJthy. There's a little scariness
until you find out about the
disease."
The type of lymphoma
Hackett has is not normally
terminal. He described it more as
a chronic disease.
After rrearmcnt in 2004,
Hackett's cancer went into
remission. Bur this summer
during a routine check up,
Hackett's doctor discovered cbat
the cancer had returned.
"Here I thought it was over
with and then it came back," he
said.
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Samantha Kohen, a freshman biology major, fills out a voter registration form Monday on the second floor of Coleman Hall.
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to empower women

of her;\Ima Marer.
After the phone call, Weed knew
th at a close friend, sorority sister
and jogging mate had been killed.

After that call, Weed has become
a speaker, aurhor and founder.
Weed found out about the
murder of 21-year-old-Shannon
McNamara.
McNamara was killed on June
12, 2001.
She was an Alpha Phi sorority
member, a physical education
major and member of the Physical
Education Honors Club.
The
man
convicted
of
McNamara's murder, fcUow Eastern
student Anthony Merci., lived across
the street.
According co police reports,
McNamara's roommate found her
shortly before 9 a.m. Evidence
presented in courc illustrated char
Mertz broke into McNamara's

apartment using a credit card,
which was found in McNamara's
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Charleston City Counal to
finalize Halloween plans

Get to know Faculty Senate
chair Assege HaileMariam
n HaileMariam talks to DEN News

Eastern e-mail has undergone
changes and has more to come

PHthers are frustrated after
Saturdar' s loss against ISU

Dodgeball redefines rules in its
third rear offered at Eastern

,, Information Technology Services is
in the process of replacing PantherMail
with Zimbra, which should speed up
e-mail as well as upgrade rts features.
ITS is still working out the kinks the
new system will have with users with
disabilities, however.

,, The past two seasons, the
Panthers may have been suffering from
a mental letdown.
This week the Panthers will face a
high-powered passing attack as they
travel to Birmingham, Ala., to face
Samford.

H The first year that dodgeball was
available it was open-league, which
means the teams could be a mixture
of men and women or men could play
verse women. The leagues have since
been divided, and the rules have been
tweaked but retain the general idea.

H SEE BE1£f1T, PAGE A7

,, Trick-or·treating is the only decision
Mayor John Inyart can make without
first consulting with the City Council.
Among other topics at today's meeting
are various permits around the city and
National Business Women's Week.

,.,.Al

By Cathr Bayer
Senior Campus P.eporter

Five years ago on June 13, Erin
Weed answered a call that changed
her life.
Before this phone call, Weed was
an Eastern graduate living in New
Jersey.
Before chis phone call, she
was working her way up ar a
production company, producing
documenracics.
Before this phone call, she stilt
had all her sorority sisccrs from

Alpha Phi and pleasant memories

Editor Sarah Whitney about her research
on attention deficit disorder, her work in
the Faculty Senate, how she ended up at
Eastern and why she decided to become
a psychology professor.
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ABOUT THE EVENT
- Today at 7 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union

- 90 minute presentation on
women's safety

-Women only
- Casual attire suggested
- For more information, visit
www.erinweed.com or

apartment by police. Evidence
shows that he then attacked her,
srranglcd her with a washcloth
and slashed her body several times.
Police also identified Merc:z's blood
under McNamara's fingernails.
Mertz alJcgedJy cried to break
into the front door with a bent
credit card.
The bolred door denied access.
Mertz allegedly entered by
cutting a hole in the screen of
McNamara's first-floor apartment.
Weed said, according to police
evidence, McNamara fought back.

Merci has since been sentenced

www.girlsftghtback.com

to death, and is currently on death
row.
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new staff

CITY I HOLIDAY PREPARATION

Inyart alone in deciding
on Halloween hours
Trick-or-treating only
decision mayor makes
without council vote
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Editorial board

By Chris &sig
Staff Reporter

As mayor, John Inyart has piles
ofsignificant decisions to make over
the course of his political career.
Some are easy; some take time and
deep consideration.
Bur only one decision in the
entire year is made entirely by
Inyart, a decision that is "not open
to discussion and doesn't require a
City Council vote."
"I get co proclaim when the
'rrick-or-crear' hours are," Inyart
said.
While maybe not the focal point
of the Cicy Council meeting today
at 7:30 p.m., it is certainly the one
item on che agenda that may draw a
peculiar eye.
Also on the agenda is a trio of
rafBe pennies, a formality chat any
place that wants co put on raffie
needs to go through.
The first business is HOPE of
East Central Illinois who wants the
permit ac Ja~n Avenue Cafe on
Sept. 29 at 10 p.m.

Press superW;or ...................................... Tom P.oberts

Production staff

Lindo
Smith's,
regional ~peal.
There arc also two ordinances
superintendent of schools No.
11, campaign is also asking for a sec co be discussed. The first is a
permit for a fundraiser which will house in a commercial district
be held on Oct. 22 at 6:45 p.m. at and the owners are asking for a
che Nprchside Baptise Chwch in "conditional use permit" so they are
Charleston.
guaranteed chat the land they are
And finally the Charleston cwrently living on won't be sold to
United Scates Bowling Congress is a business if their house is destroyed
requesting a perm.it for each day of for whatever reason. As long as they
the month of December "du.ring take care of che house they can use
the Daily Pick Lottery Drawings," it for residential purposes, Inyart
according to the agenda. There will said.
The second is implementing a
be two drawings, one at noon and
roofing permit law that requires
one in the evening.
The permits will not be discussed those putting roofs on houses have
and required for businesses so their a permit co do so.
"This is no different than when
raffie is deemed "legal in the eyes of
che state."
you go co renew your car license,
There will also be a bid award for you need proof of insurance,"
the by products of che Wastewater Inyart said.
Treatment Plane, or, basically, who
Tue council will also proclaim
will haul away the excess nor used Ocr. 21 to 28, 2006 as National
Business Women's Weck. The
by the plant.
"The products are typically used council will meet in Council
as fertilizer," Inyart said.
Chambers located on the second
This explains the sludge's Boor of the City Hall.
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Forum welcomes foreign students
By Megan Cruz
Staff Correspondent

Sixty students from foreign
countries have chosen to study
at Eastern, said Sue Songer
international student adviser.
Today an International Forum
will cake place to welcome the new
students to campus.
The evenc; sponsored by
International
Programs,
gives
faculty, staff and students a chance
co meet international scudenrs who
attend Eastern, Songer said.
Eascern's International Forum
will highlight two of its programs at
ics meeting 3:30 p.m. today in the
Charleston/Mattoon room in the
Marrin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

two
programs
are
The
Conversation Partners and Family
Friends.
Conversarion Partners is a
program where srudcnts spend
at least one hour a week with an
international srudent co help him
or her better understand English,
Songer said.
It also helps both students
understand the other person's
culture.
Rowdy Frederiksen, a senior
elcmencary education major, will
speak about his experience with
Conversation Partners at che
forum.
Family Friends
pairs an
international student with an
American family.
In this program, the family and

ife
Smart
for Women

I

'

'

Two bodies found
in burning van
CHICAGO - A woman and
small child were found dead in a
bwning van early Monday in an
alley on the city's South Side.
Firefighters made the grisly
discovery after chey extinguished
the fire.
They found cwo badly burned
bodies inside the vehicle: a woman
who appeared co be in her 20s.
The ocher body was a child
who may have been between
five and ten years old, said Fire
Department spokeswoman Eve

Rodriguez.

Prizes!

Starting September 19
Tuesdays - 6:30pm
Effingham ·Room -MLK Jr. Union
Register @ 238-4550
loin this exciting FREE pilot
program.tod<ly!

STATE I CHICAGO

the student eat at least one meal a
month together.
This gives families and the
students a chance co gee to know
each other, and for the student to
feel more at home, Songer said.
Staff member Carla Nelson
will discuss che Family Friends
program.
The speakers will answer
questions throughout the evenc.
The purpose of these programs
and the International Forum is
co introduce the students to the
Eastern community and to promote
international education at Eastern.
Srudcnts are encouraged to
attend this event to welcome the
international students and show
their appreciation for choosing to
attend Eastern, Songer said.

Investigators were working to
identify the bodies and determine
how the two died.
The bodies were taken to che
Cook Councy medical examiner's
office and the van was towed to a
police fucili cy.
Autopsies were scheduled for
lacer Monday.
Emergency crews responded
co a reporr of a garage fire at
about 3:10 a.m.
But when they arrived, they
found the Chevrolet van burning
authorities said.

1305 Lincoln Ave
217·345·6424
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays Sam · llam
Weekends Sam - 12pm

"31! Chicken Lunch
._

•

2 piea:s of drickm.
mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • bisa.rit

Every Tuesday
11am .. &pm

$345 3 Piece Dinner
3 pieces of drid<al

mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • 2 bisa.rits

FRIDAY FISH SPECIAL
serving 4-8pm

$6 li ALL YOU CAN EAT
•

homemade meatloaf served daily

FREE CAKE
from 4-8 pm
FRI only
(dine in only)

GmlN& TO KNOW

I ASSEGE HAILEMARIAM

'I did not take a straight road to academia'
Assege HaileMariam, Faculty Senate
chair and psychology professor, sat
down with Sarah Whitney, the news editor
at The Daily Eastern News, and talked
about the difference between academia
and the real world, HaileMariam's
research, faculty representation on the
Presidential Selection Committee and
other topics.

u1briefs
Open House for Adult Students
» Eastern's School of Continuing

Question: How did you become
a professor?
Answer: I did noc take a scraighc
road co academia. I was practicing as
a school psychologisi: in the school
system. And I realized char I should
be training school psychologiscs, and
chat's how I ended up at Eastern.

education is hosting an open house for
adult students interested in starting or
returning to college. The open house
will be from 7-8:30 p.m. in the secondfloor seminar room of Blair Hall. There
will also be an open house on Oct. 24.

ledure on the Motorcycle
Diaries

Q:

What's the difference
berwcen academia and being in the
real world?
A:. The diversity ofresponsibilities
in academia arc very different from
practice. In clinical practice - in
addition to administrative system
- we actually work with studencs in
families solving programs and the
issues they face. Here, ic's a differenc
challenge, making sure you do the
best you can co educace srudents co
meec their goals, doing your research
char informs insrrucrion. Really
they go hand in hand, reaching
and research and contributing co
the campus community chrough
service. Ir's a different challenge.

Q:

,, Jose Deustua of the history
department will be lecturing on
Young Che Guevara and Cuban Music
based off of the film "The Motorcycle
Diaries". The lecture will at 4 p.m. in the
Effingham Room, on the third floor of
the MU< Jr. Univerity Union.

report
• On Saturday, Aug. 26 a student
was referred to the Judicial Affairs Office
for discipline for disorderly conduct.
On Tuesday, Sept. 12 an arrest
warrant was requested with the Coles
County States Attorney's office for
criminal trespassing to state property.

Whac is your research

abouc?

A:. Often rhe copies and the
agenda - my research agenda have to do with children's learning
issues, behavioral and psychological
issues. One of the areas I focus on is
attention deficit disorder (ADHD).
Abouc 3 percenc of the
population is supposed to have
ADHD, bur the prevalence in the
school system is so high sometimes
chat it goes to abour 15 percenc. le
is obvious chac ic is a misunderscood
and misdiagnosed disorder. We are
more and more finding out it really
is a neural biology disorder.
In addition co behavioral
treacrncncs, peer education in how
co deal with ADHD sometimes
medication may..bc indicated, even
though the rate the medication is
used right now is too high.
Medication is very important
and should be used when it is
indicated, but we must try all ocher
means of treatment before we put
children on medication because
they are growing, and we really
don't have full understanding of the
implication of the medication in
the long run.

Criminal Damage to State
Supported Property - On Thursday,
Sept. 14 three unidentified males broke
four windows near the entrance of
Thomas Hall then ran from the area.
Hit &Run - On Friday, Sept. 15
a 1998 Dodge was struck by another
vehicle while it was parked in Wlot on
the EIU campus.

o campus
ERIC HILTIER I THE DAILY EASTEIUI I EWS

Psychology professor Assege HaileMariam is the chair of the Faculty Senate and has been conducting
research while at Eastern concerning attention deficit disorder.

if I'm not mistaken we probably
have close to 175 classrooms (you

may want co check that number)
So we really have come a long way.
However we still have some kinks co
work on.
For example a week ago, when
the e-mail went down. Although it's
understandable chac maintenance
and programming change.
Q: How do you challenge
What they need co do was
understandable, the timfog was
students co learn?
A:. You ask tough questions. In very inconvenient.
my opinion, fuse you have co earn
We also would like to see ITS
their respect, then you can challenge workverycloselywich CATS because
students co do the best they can, and CATS represencs the academic area
in doing so you have to empower and if there is close communication
them char they can do chat. So I do with ITS then maybe CATS can
focus a lot on the relation aspect give insight imo what the academic
of it. So it's not unusual for me to division needs. So chat these glitches
write on a student's paper, 'I know don't happen.
you can do better than chis.'
EWP is another thing we're
going co work on. Dr. Karla Sandars
Q: What are some topics you and Rebecca Tornberg and others
are coming to the senate on Oct.
see the senate addressing this year?
A:. The first one is technology. 3 and as you know, they're having
We do have assistant vice presidents some concerns articulated lase year
(Dr. Hoadley, CATS and assistant by students, faculty and we would
vice president Chat Chatterji). They just like to work together to make it
are both coming to the senate next user friendly for both srudenrs and
meeting. And we will calk about faculcy.
Assessmenc is here to stay. And
ccchnology related issues. We have
come a long way - chat is EIU bas we should assess what we're doing
come a long way in technology.
because only then can we make
A few years ago - say 5, 6 years change, but it has co be streamlined
ago, it was very difficult r.o fuid .a in such. a way that jt's easier to
smart classroom on campus. Now implement and it gives us good

feedback, good daca. So we'll have
to continue working on that.

Q:
Why is faculty senate
important for the studencs?
A:. It is important for students
because the faculcy senate speaks on
their behalf. Our role is not onJy co
speak for the faculcy it is co speak
on behalf of the students to make
sure they are getting the educational
experience we believe they should.
You remember we do bring chat
educational experience, so we want
them co benefit from chat. So faculty
senate speaks for students.
One more thing. students come
and go - the faculcy for the most
part is a constant- so for chat reason
we also have co speak for students.

Q: At the last board of
Trustee meeting you expressed
disappointment in the number of
faculty on the committee. Why
shouldn't there be more studencs
on che Presidential selection
committee?
A:.
First the students are
represented at the cable. You have
a BOT member. So that is more
representation than four faculty
because char srudent has the
opporrunicy to cast a vore where the
faculty does not.
Secondly, we do have the
experience and the expertise co be

useful on chat committee of course
and chat is not co say chat students
are not experienced but by virtue of
having live longer we have a little
more experience.

Q: Where is your favorite spot
on campus?
A:. I love the library. I think it's
regal, and I just like being in there.
In addition, in there you have a
wealth of information and can move
from one thing to the next.

Q: What is your favorite
memory of being here?
A; Graduation is the best time
for me. I love graduation. I attend as
many as I can. It is just a celebration
of all the work students and families
have put in. It's just ... chat is the
moment.
I love graduation. I also have to
say when I see students involved in
an issue that is a highlight for me.
One thing was, the sleeping
our co experience homelessness ...
students getting into meaningful
social issues. I do appreciate chat.
Q:
Where are you from
originally.
A:. Ethiopia. I was born and
raised through high school in Addis
Abeba.
... then I came here (America) co
go to college.

TODAY
International Forum

Time I 2:30 p.m.
Location I Charleston Mattoon Room
MLK Jr. University Union
More info I 581-2321
New Faculty Wine and Cheese

Time l 4p.m.
Location I Tarble Arts Center
More iafo I 581-7051
Sociology Oub Meeting

TiMe I 4p.m.
Location I Blair Hall Room 3108
More info I 581-6217
Monster Thursdays:
Free Film at Booth Library
Time I 7 p.m.
Location I Booth Library Room 4440
More info I 581-6072
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To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone I 581-794Z,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gm~il.'c-9m
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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Jewish center
welcomes
community
As the Jewish high holy days of Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur approach,
Jewish students may not be wondering
where they can go to attend services.
While there currently does not exist a
Hillel (university organization for Jewish
life) on campus. EIU students may not
know char there is a wonderful Jewish
community in Mattoon that serves as
a "home" to the EIU, Charleston and
Mattoon communities.
The high holidays of Rosh Hashanah
and Yorn Kippur signify the beginnings of
the Jewish New Year.
They are considered the holiest times
of the Jewish year as they are a rime of
reflection about one's life and one's goals
and hopes for the coming year.
Yamim Noraim, or "the awe-inspiring
days," refers to the 10-day period of
soul searching that occurs between Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur. Yorn Kippur,
known as the "Day of Aronemenr," is
considered the holiest day of che Jewish
year.
This is a day when Jewish people focus
on prayer, reflecting on their sins and
good deeds of the past year, asking for
forgiveness, praying for peace and healing
on Earth and praying co be inscribed in
what is known as "The Book of Life" for
the coming year.
On this day, Jews around the world are
asked to put all rheir energy into prayer.
To help focus on this, we are expected
co fast (refrain from eating or drinking)
for 24 hours. The Jewish New Year is
then celebrated in joy with a traditional
"breaking of the fast" with family and
friends.
The Jewish Community in Mattoon is a
small, loving community char is open to all
Jewish students, faculty and staff.
We have che privilege of being led by a
new student Rabbi each year who brings
fresh energy and enthw.iasm co the cc:ncer.
Our rabbi for the year, Ben Zeidman. is
a bright, warm, funny young man who can
definitely relate to the students. I'm sure
that he will be well received by all who
have the opportunity to meet him.
The Jewish Community Center in
Mattoon will be holding services for
Rosh Hashanah this Friday evening at
7:30. and Saturday morning ar 10. Yom
Kippur Services will be held the evening of
Sunday, Oct. 1 at 7:30 p.m. and Monday
at 10 a.m.
There will be a concluding service
followed by a break-the-fut.
The center is located at 1608
Richmond Ave. in Mattoon. For further
information, please contact faculty liaisons
Dr. Nancy Farber of the Counseling
Student Development department (5817241) or Marjorie Hanft-Martone, of the
Psychology department (581-6418).
Welcome and Cshana cova! (Happy
new year)
I

Nancy Farber is an assistant professor of school
and community counseling
She can be reached at UfuHr@ei•.ed•

•
ourv1ew

Students should learn
outside the classroom
College students have become used to
jumping through hoops. It's something that
we were exposed to back in grade school.
The Prairie Scace Achievement Tests was the
first among ocher muJtiple guess tests that
were somehow supposed to measure the
students and thereby the system's success at
academia.
The idolatry of test-taking peaked in
high school with the ACT or the SAT
Principals, teachers and parents preached the
importance of a getting a good score, which
acted like a combination code that unlocked
the doors co some of the best schools.
But even after the graduation-harthrowing euphoria of high school, academia's
hoops still stalk its students. Among these,
bur nor quite as infamous as chc Electronic
Writing Portfolio, is the senior seminar.
Students arc most likely co trip up on the
senior seminar's hoop when signing up for
classes.
There's so many seniors trying co get in
that the classes fill causing those who don'r
sign up in a timely manner - for whatever
reason - ro risk not graduating on rime.
The solution ro this is co allow
community ~rvice hours to stand in irs
place. Like the senior seminar requires its
topic not be the same as the srudent's major,
so would the service hours. So a journalism
student couldn't count hours worked at a
local newspaper.
Nor could a nursing srudenc count
volunteering ar a nursing home. Student~
wouJd be required to complete maybe 40
to 60 hours of service: in a semester. Of if
the student wanted, even more hours like
80 couJd be spread across two semesrcrs co
count for the three credit hours of the senior
seminar.
When the student finishes the hours,
they would then be required to write a
three-co-five page paper on their volunteer
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experiences, thereby fulfilling the EWP's
writing senior year requirement.
If students don't like the idea of
volunteering. they could also 'attend even rs.
For example:, the: counseling center has
sponsored a booth in the South Quad every
Wednesday.
A student could attend chc booth to learn
about chc day's topic then submit a onc-totwo-pagc paper to their adviser.
The adviser would be the position to
most likely crack the student's volunteer
or event attendance as the srudcnc should
already visit them.
Other events such as University Board's
EIU Uncovered lecture series or the Tarble
Arts exhibits would also work well as events
students could attend for credit.
This idea has two innate benefits. One, it
gets students our of the classroom and into
the world. University life is so much more
than just classroom walls.
Everyone agrees on that and this
requirement will help students expand their
perspectives without the unnecessary class
time the senior seminar imposes.
And second volunteer organizations such
as Special Olympics and Big Brothers, Big
Sisrers gee additional help, or if the scudenc
chooses to attend cvencs, the organizations
get not only attendance, bur feedback to
their programs which will result in campus
discussions about relevant social issues.
This is chc beginning of a solution for
three differenc problems on campus. Ir
makes academic hoops more bearable. le
promotes community service and ir combats
studenc apachy.

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the Opinion's editor at
DEllopiaioas@g•aH.co•.

"O'Brien Stacliu• can hold 10,000
fans, minus the approai•atelJ 120
Panther Marching Band 111e•bers,
that leaves room for around 9,880
football crazy fans. Lets pack the
house, and support the defending
- Ohio ValleJ Champions."

Affordability
in college hits
rock bottom
(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN - Lase week
the National Center for Public Policy and
Higher Education released "Measuring
Up," the repon cards for higher education.
Sadly, our fair school did nor rank so well.
The biggest black eye ro higher cducacion in
this state was no surprise - in Affordability
we earned an "F" with a note saying char
chis area was down on all indicators used
to determine the srate's grades. Other
areas include Preparation, Participation,
Completion, Benefits and Learning.
Some areas had improvements from the
200-1 reporr card. 1n Complerion, Illinois
went from a "B" to a "B+." It scared that
a "fairly large percentage (51 percent) of
first year students in community colleges
recurn." Even more impressive was that "the
percentage of freshmen ac publidprivacc
four-year (schools ... ) who return for their
sophomore year is very large (76 percenc)."
'!he state also has 58 percent of its full time
studenrs completing the credit requirements
to obtain a bachelor's degree. Though ic
may take six years to complete school, it is
somewhat understandable with the growing
number of students who quit school for a
while to work, and chcn return later.
In other areas however, our state
weakened. Preparation saw a decline for
Illinois, from a "B+" down to a "B." This
wa.~ mainly due to poor performance
indicators in math appearing in groups
as young as eighth grade. It was also the
resulc of poor performance on Advanced
Placement (AP) exams, despite the
somewhat high display of ralcnc on college
~ntrance exams.
Benefits had a major spike since 2004.
Illinois went from a "B-" to an "'A...
However, in reading what "Measuring
Up" means by the term "benefits," our
Affordability grade becomes even more
concerning. Benefits does not refer to the
perks a student receives while in school. The
report refers co how the state is benefiting
from having its population get a college
education.
How do they benefit? According to the
report, "residents contribute substantially
to che civic good, as measured by charitable
giving and voting."
More intriguing is chat "the economic
benefits that Illinois has enjoyed as a result
of having a highly educated population have
increased substantially."
The million-dollar question: lf the state
is benefiting so much from having a welleducated population, why are they allowing
college co become less affordable and thus
harder to complete? Someone please relJ me
because I have been ncking my brain crying
to figure this one out and I have got nothing
so far.
The governor and general assembly know
the sracc would be in better shape if more
people were completing school, yet they
allow the situation to escalace.
Let us not forger that Gov. Rod
Blagojevich cut higher education's budget
by a little over 10 percent for the 2005 fiscal
year. This means char even with the increase
higher education saw in the governor's
budget we are still only climbing back to
the level of funding colleges once had.
Even with the $26 million increase, higher
education is still down $400 million from
the 2002 budget.
Cuts like the ones colleges and
universities saw from 2003 to 2005 have
caused colleges to look elsewhere for their
funding, namely us. Affordability wcnr from
a •B" in 2002, to a "D" in 2004 and finally
co an "F" on this year's rcpon card.
In other words we have liccrally hit rock
bottom when ir comes to giving students
a chance to continue their education. This
is especially sickening when the repon
shows our state has an "A" for benefits of its
citizens going to school.
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Prosecutors
insist Gotti
never quit
the mob
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Julie McBride, a former employee for Halliburton in Iraq, testifies before a Senate committee forum looking at contractors in Iraq on Monday in
Washington, O.C.

American charged with theft in Iraq
Wife of prominent
contractor accused
of cheating the U.S.
government.
BERLIN - The wife of an
American conrraccor accused of
cheating the U.S. government in
Iraq was arrested in Germany on
suspicion of money laundering, a
prosecutor said Monday.
Jacqueline Battles, a German
citizen, was detained after a
German bank informed authorities
about "susp1oous transactions»
on ber accouncs two months ago,
prosecutor David Kitlq>atrick told
The Associated Press.
German investigators seized
about $1 million in suspect funds
from the accounrs, said Kirkpatrick,
a prosecutor in the German city of
Darmstadt.
"She is in investigative custody,"

[(jrkpatrick said in a telephone
interview.
The woman, who Uves near
Darmstadt, has not been formally
charged.
In March, a U.S. jury ordered
conttacrors Mike. Battles .and Scott
Custer to pay $10 million for
swindling the U.S. government
over Iraqi rebuilding projects in
connection wich cheir MiddJecown,
R.I.-based company, Custer Battles
LLC.
That ruling was the fuse civil
fraud verdict arising from the Iraq
war.
However, a federal judge
overturned the verdict on a
technicality in July, saying any
fraud was against the Coalition
Provisional Authority in Iraq
rather than the U.S. governmenc,
even though American taxpayers
ultimately footed the bill.
According to a letter provided
reccncly to the AP, Jacqueline Battles

is suspected of moving at least $2
million into overseas accounts to
hide her husband's money.
Kirkpatrick did not comment
direccly on the July letter, which
carried his name as the sender
and was addressed to an American
attorney
representing
two
whiscleblowers who say they were
threatened and fired when they
objected to Custer Battles' business
practices.
The lener said Jacqueline
Battles had opened several bank
accounts under her maiden name of
Vihernik.
Kll:kpatrick said the suspicion
of money laundering stemmed
from the initial March ruling by a
federal jury in Virginia ordering che
conrracrors to pay $10 million to
the government.
The lawsuit accused che furn of
overcharging the CPA, which ran
Iraq after cbe 2003 invasion, by as
much as $50 miJlion.

Custer and Battles appealed and
claimed they did not have enough
assets to pay the money back.
Jacqueline Battles was not part of
her husband's firm.
Kirkparrickdeclined 11:ocomment
on any direct cooperation between
U.S. and German auchoriries in the
case Jacqueline Barrie..~.
A
U.S.
federal
crimjnal
investigation into the contracts is
ongoing, and Custer Bartles is also
being investigated for two shooting
incidents in which Iraqi civilians
and soldiers were injured.
Roben Isakson, one of the
two whiscleblowers who won che
March verdict, is a plaintiff in a
second lawsuit accusing two former
Pentagon officials of scheming with
Custer and Battles ro form sham
companies chat sold illegal weapons
on Iraq's black market, where chey
could be bought by insurgencs, che
AP reported in July.
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NEW YORK - A prosecutor
presented a Top 20 list of reasons
John "Junior" Gotti never quit the
mob, and his defense lawyer played
raped conversations to prove he
did, as they wrapped up arguments
in Gotti's third racketeering trial on
Monday.
~ether Gotti quit the mob
is considered critical because he
can win an acquittal if the jury
concludes he left the mob before
summer 1999.
That would mean the five-year
statute of limitations had expired
by the time prosecurors brought
the current case.
If he is convicted of racketeering
and ordering two assaults on che
founder of the Guardian Angels,
Gorn could face up co 30 years in
prison.
He is free on $7 million bail
Jury deliberations were to begin
Tuesday.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Victor
Hou created a Top 20 lisc including
allegations the Gorti continued
communicating with Gambino
colleagues and living off the
millions of dollars he made as the
crime family's street boss for years.
Then Hou put a picture of a
bloody Guardian Angels shire on
a large screen before the jury and
ag:iin :ic:c:med ~nrri oForderingrwo

1992 attacks on radio talk show
host Curtis Sliwa, who started the
crimefighting group.
"Picture yourself in the cab
having to ·fight just to save your
life," he said of the anack, which
occurred after Sliwa's on-air
criticism of Gotti's fachcr, John
Gorti, who died in prison in 2002.
Hou urged jurors to "follow the
money" to a conviction and then
described how Gotti continued
to benefit from finances earned
through mob crimes.
"You don't retire from the
Mafia," H ou said. "You have all
their secrets."
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Because of McNamara's cfforu
in assuring the capture of her lcillcr,
Weed thoughc chc cit.le, "Girls Fight
Back" was appropriate.
The idea for the program, "Girls
Fight Back," came co Weed righc
about the same time she was fired
from her production job.
After McNamara's funeral, Weed
said her head just wasn't in the
game.
Weed scarred feeling afraid
having just lose her friend, then
losing her job.
"I overall kind of just lose my
mojo," Weed said.
That's the only reason Weed
decided to take her first self-defense
program.
"le was a matter oflcaming how
co fight, go get the old Weed bade,"
she said, referring co what friends
called her in coUcgc.
Instead of self-dcfensc, Weed
learned that women can't always
learn bow to fight from a man.
The program wasn't empowering
ac all, and didn'c coordinate with a
woman's lifestyle, she said.
That's where her journey to
empower women began.
In January, 2002, Weed founded
"Girls Fight Back." Since then,
she's spoken to more than 100,000
women across the country abouc
safety and sdf-defense.

Girls Fight Back ... in print
Weed recently released a book,
"Girls Fight Back: The college girl's
guide to protecting herself." le began
early in 2002, and was just released
in September.
While Weed was touring, people
kept asking her where they could
find our more about practical
physical safety and self-defense.
Bue she couldn't find a single
resource that teaches her ideas.
"l couldn't find a direction to
point people," she said.
So she created one.
Weed said she interviewed
rhe best cxpercs in rhe world and
wroce the book as a massive advice
column.
Weed wrote about the most
frequently asked questions and
included them in her book.
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In the prologue of her book,
Weed cclJs about McNamara's fight
with her killer.
"Several neighbors went on
police record the next day saying
they thought the sounds were
'rwo people having rough sex.' In
actuality, the murderer strangled
Shannon and choked her to death
by stuffing a washcloth down
her throac. After be killed her, he
slashed her body with a lcitchcn
knife," Weed wrote.
Weed said that McNamara
fought through her murder.
McNamara knocked the credit
card away from her attacker. It was
found the next morning, next to
McNamara's body.
Weed wrote the credit card
helped police find McNamara's
attacker.
"When they found him, he kad
extensive lacerations and injuries
covering his body. The investigators
asked him how he received all his
injuries and he explained that he
had broken a shot glass the night
before. (Thar's a pretty vicious shot
glass)," Weed wrote.

Coming back
Returning to Eastern today is
bittersweet, Weed said.
Weed graduated in 1999 with a
degree in communication studies.
She said she loved her four and a half
years in Charleston, but because of
the cwo weeks she spent at the 2003
murder rrial.
But everyone from Eastern has
been supportive, Weed said.
Plenty of people have done what
Weed has donc-crcatingsomeching
good out of a tragedy. But some
people respond with anger. Eastern
hasn't been that way, Weed said.
Bob Dudolski, Eastem's director
of Greek Life, has been through it
all with Weed.
McNamara's death left a major
impact on Dudolski's life.
As director of Greek Life, he
received a phone call while away at
a leadership conference. He came
back to campus to help manage rhe
situation.
The first person he called was
rhc Alpha Phi chapter president.
She then called the women on che
sununer phone list to explain 'what
had happened first, before students
heard it on the news.

Faculty Senate to review
Eastern e-mail upgrades
IJ Jessica liuella
Staff Reponer

Faculty Senate will discuss
the university e-mail at today's
meeting.
Chat Chattcrji, assistant vice
president of academic affiUrs for
Information Technology Services,
and Michael Hoadley, president of
Center for Academic Technology
Services, will speak at today's
meeting.
They will answer any (!ucstions
or concerns the .fu.culty have with
the current e-mail upgrade, said
John Stimac, geology/geography
professor and Faculty Senate
recorder.
The faculty has had problems
with the new e-mail system chat
went into affect a few weeks ago,
Stimac said.
The faculty is interested in future
plans for technology at Eastern, said
Asscge HailcMariam, psychology
professor and chair of Faculty
Senate.
"The e-mail ' h~ been very

problematic," HailcMariam said.
"We are not sure if people fully
understand bow decisions arc to
be made regarding technology, she
said.
Everybody is curious why e-mail
updates were made within the first
two weeks of school, H ailcMariam
said,
She hopes the faculty will
understand
. how
technology
decisions arc made so that both
sides are not frustrated.
The Faculty Senate bas also
scheduled another meeting for
Sept. 26.
Ac last week's Board of Trustees
meeting, they defined the structure
of the presidential search committee,
Stimac said. Four faculty members
are to be chosen, three of which arc
designated by the senace, he said.
UPI decides one member, he
said.
"We will decide how the other
three are chosen," Stimac said.
Today's meeting will cake place
at 2 p.m. in the Booth Library
o;nference Room 4440.

Over the summer, the Alpha Phi
chapter house was opened, allowing
the group of women to be together.
Meetin~ were also hdd for
people affected by McNamara and
her death.
Many people in Greek Life came
back co Charleston in the summer
to be together, Dudolslci said.
University
President
Lou
Hencken was as supporcive as
possible, Dudolslci said.
Hencken rook leadership in
addressing the campus, particularly
before a suspect was arrested,
Dudolski said.
Dudolski said McNamara was
very much involved with her sorority
and the campus, and worked at the
Recreation Center.
In fall 2001, Eastern held a
service and candlelight vigil for
McNamara.
The line of candles is one
moment char Dudolslci said hc'U
never forget.
"le was just a chain of light
from the union co Greek Court;
Dudolslci said.
In the spring, Charleston hoses
the "Run for Shannon," a memorial
race and fundraiscr for an annual
scholarship in McNamara's name.
The event has now turned into
an alumni evcnc, Dudolski said.
"It's a big parr of the history of
Eastern," he said.

The trial
Weed didn't miss any court
hearings from the rrial, Feb. 3
through che 26, 2003.
Although it was nothing anyone
wanted ro do, Weed said she felt
like she had to be there and was
representing McNamara, along
with McNamara's family.
"We felt like we owed it co her ro

be there," she said.
The thoughc of slcipping the trial
was never an option.
"It was something I had to do for
some level of closure," Weed said.
"She
definitely
supporced
Shannon's family," Dudolski said.
Dudolski said he's impressed
and proud of Weed for caking such
a terrible time and turning it inco a
lasting memorial for her friend.

Moving on
Weed is coming back co Eastern
today for her third dme doing her
presentation at her Alma Macer.
Dudolski and Danny Scheclc,
Greek Life graduate assistant,
agree chat now, five years lacer, is
chc perfecr rime for Weed co come
back. Eastern has a new generation
of srudcncs who may not know
McNamara's story.
"It makes me really nervous
every year when you gee new
freshmen," Dudolski said.
Scheck came to Eastern in the fall
of 2001, after McNamara's death.
"A lor of freshmen started the
year scared," he said. ·A lot of safety
aspects were stressed."
Men on campus were aware that
women felt scared, Scheck said. The
men, in turn, would cater to that
and make sure no one walked alone
anywhere.
When something happens on
campus, people reacL. Scheck calls
it "heightened security awareness."
Scheck compares it co a tragedy
on a more local level.
After 9/11, American flags
were everywhere and everyone was
patriotic, Scheclc said.
"That's the same type of menta1ity
as the Eastern community."
Scheck wancs to be the volunteer
who Weed uses in demonstrations

and bcacsupduringhcrprcsentation,
he said.
And the presentation may mean
more coming &om Weed.
"She's been here," Scheck said.
"She's been co Marty's. She's been in
our shoes."
Weed has the unique pcrspcccive
of walking wher(' students have
walked, and understands what
Eastern is like.
Weed is one of those leaders
who is excremdy involved and has
friends in all circles, Dudolslci said.
"A loc of the girls looked up co
her," he said. "lc's been so cool co see
this program &om the stare."
Weed's training includes: carjacking situations, multiple assailant
attacks, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, Krav
Maga, firearms training, knives/
street weapons, criminal psychology
and the laws concerning judicious
use of force.
Weed is also certi6ed by the
American Women's Sdf-Defcnsc
Association, a graduate of the Modd
Mugging program, and certified
Confined Arca Survival Tactic
instructor through the Modem
Warrior Academy.
Weed is also the founder of a
self-defense studio in New Jersey,
Girls Fight Back.
"In five yea.rs, char is an amazing
feat," Dudolslci said.
Eascern's Sigma Pi fraternity
sponsors the presentation.
Sigma Pi stands for chivalry, said
Jason Zientarski, another reason
why the fraternity is supportive of
Weed's prcsencation.
"Every once in a while something
happens," Ziencarslci said. The goal
is co talk co and prepare everyone,
he said.
For more information, go
to www.erinweed.com or www.
girlsfighcback.com.
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Northwestern journalism classes restructured
(U-WIRE)
EVANSTON
Faculty members worked this
- Nonhwesrern Universicy Medill summer to revise the syllabi for
School of Journalism students will Editing and Writing the News and
sec their core newswriting classes Ncwswriting, said Michele Biroun,
resrructurcd chis year, with a rwo- senior ·director of undergraduate
quarccr version of Editing and education and reaching excellence
Writing the News, an off-campus for Mcdill.
classroom and a 'new course that
Beginning chis winrer, Editing
will replace Hiscory and Issues of and Wriring che News will span
rwo quarters instead of one, with
Journalism.
The changes are part of "Medill an hour added ro weekly labs for
2020," Dean John Lavine's much- "more mentoring and coaching,"
toured blueprint for overhauling Bicoun said.
che journalism school's curriculum.
For two quarters, studcncs will
"Ir's pretty clear thac the cxperimcnc with various media and
profession
of journalism
is will ultimacely produce audio-video
morphing, as it has done so many p<ickages for the Internet.
rimes during ics long history, and
Medill sophomore Brittany
so journalism education has co Petersen said even with an additional
change as well,n said Mary Nesbitt, hour of weekly labs, a rwo-quarrcr
associate dean for curriculum and class makes more sense.
"When I was a freshman, it was
professional excellence at Medill.

kind of a strange gap berween fall
Editing and Writing and spring
Hiscory and Issues," Petersen said.
"le will be good co have constant
training throughout the year."
Studencs in Newswriting will use
a new reporting "base" locaced near
che Jarvis El station.
There, students will report on
topics relevant co the community,
and they will become more
comfortable interviewing people
from diverse backgrounds, Bicoun
said.
Medill junior Sarah Levy said
journalism studencs often cover
stories solely about people who
"look like chem, talk like them, act
like chem and live like them." The
base at Jarvis will force studencs to
confront issues outside NU.
"Too many of us spend our rime

covering the woes of ocher students
while ignoring the racism, poverty
and ocher problems out in the real
world of our very own ciry," she
said.
Hisrory and Issues of Journalism
has also been revamped for the fall.
Renamed Introduction to 21st
Century Media, the freshman class
will now have weekly lectures along
with small discussion sections.
Because the class covers a broad
range of material, the smaller groups
will allow students and instructors to
go over lectures in a more intimate
setting, Biroun said.
Students who took History
and Issues last spring said the
restrucruring was needed.
"I can definitdy understand why
they would want the form of the
course different,n Medill sophomore

Vinika Porwal said.
"I didn't feel the lectures were
very effective in getting the point
across."
Administrators said the revamped
courses still reach the fundamentals
of journalism, but instructors will
now stress new ideas on how to be
successful in the evolving field.
''All of the changes we've made
are in supporc of srudents being
deeper and smarter reponers,
writers, storytellers," he said.
"They are also designed to enable
you co tell 'relevant, different stories
and messages rhac engage media
users on all of the digital platforms'
and to know what motivates and
inhibits your audience co use the
media where your srories appear."
Bitoun said she's excited ro see
this year's changes in place.

Teen fires gun
Plasma donations turn
near
Indiana
U.
profit for Northern Illinois
(U-WIRE) DEKALB -Vampire
side effects need nor apply if these
professionals suck your blood.
Students looking ro make a
quick buck often donate plasma,
but some parents are concerned
about potential health hazards.
A Northern Illinois University
professional with the BioLife center,
1455 County Farm Road., assured
students the process is safe.
"Plasma is replaced very quickly
- about 48 hours - so there is no
real physiological harm to the
donor as long as the donation rules
- diet, hydration, general health
- arc followed," said Debbi Tiffany,
lecturer in NIU's clinical laboratory

n Benefit
FROM PAGE Al
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The Men's Auxiliary Club of
the Veterans of Foreign Wars is
sponsoring a benefit co help Mike
recoup out of pocket medial
expenses and lost wages.
Mike missed six ro eight weeks
of work chis time, and be depleted
much of his medical leave the first
time he had cancer, his brother,
Butch, said.
•It's something chat you can get
inspiration from, the ordeals chat
he's been through," Burch Hackett

said.
Mike Hackett is going through

sciences program.
After passing an extensive
screening process that tests for
blood deficiencies such as hepatitis
and HIV. donors spend an hour and
a half getting the plasma extracced
from their arm.
According to BioLifePlasma.
com, a needle is placed in the vein
and the blood is pumped into a
spinning device, which separates
the blood from the plasma.
Once the reservoir is full, the red
and white blood cells are returned
co the body.
Because plasma can be produced
in the body so rapidly, donors are
able co donate twice in a seven-day

period without any side effects.
Reputations of plasma donation
centers in the past have Frank
Antonetti, DeKalb BioLife center
manager, fighting to educate ciriuns
of the progress the donation centers
have since achieved.
According to Antonetti, BioLife
chooses college towns in the
Midwest for their locations due to
their wholesome image as opposed
co the bad neighborhoods in which
the centers once resided. He said
BioLife is striving to "change
education and perception" about
the donation process as a whole.
"We need donors," Antonetti
said.

chemotherapy treacmencs at Barnes
Hospital in Sr. Louis. He is waiting
for doctors to schedule a date for
a bone marrow cransplanc, which
doctors have told hini will help him
bear the cancer.
The benefit will take place at rhe
Charleston VFW from 12:30 to
5 p.m, Sunday. A chicken dinner
with all the fixings will be served.
Carry out is available.
Tickets for adults are $10 and $5
for children. They can be purchased
in the Eastern mailroom or by
calling Burch Hackett's cell phone,
217-549-3072.
In addition, a silent auction will
take place.
The featured item is a Dallas
Cowboy shirt signed by quarterback
Tony Romo who used co play for
Eastern.
Ocher icems include Eascern
football rickets, Eastern season
basketball tickets, a football signed
by Eascern's football team, a
basketball signed by Eastern players
and three .22 revolvers.
Jerri Lang, a part-rime mail
messenger operaror, has filled in
for Hacken while he's on sick leave.
She jokingly calls him "rubber band
man" because he shots rubber bands
at the ocher workers in fun. She said
that even though be has nor been
feeling well, he still offers to help
people.
•As much as I love doing his job,
1 can't wait for him ro come back,"
she said.

Outbreak
prompts diet
changes
at Northern
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(U-WIRE) DEKALB - Popeye
may have recommended eating
spinach to get "strong to the finish,"
but you might want co lay off the
leafy green for a while.
The FDA issued an alert Sept.
14 about an outbreak of an E.
coli strain, thought ro be from
bagged fresh spinach. The alert
was a surprise co some. Freshman
political science major Jennifer Le
Vine first sropped eating lettuce
on Sept. 15 based on what she had
heard.
Normally she eats spinach for
its high antioxidant levels, bur
she began co keep it out of her
vegetarian diet soon after she found
our. This was not too difficult for
her, as the dining halls had already
shifted their menus in response.
•1 heard about ic (Friday)
morning," said Ralph Chaplin,
director of residential dining. "We
had all the spinach off the line by
noon."

(U-WIRE)
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. -A 15year-old boy was arrested Friday
after police say he fired a handgun
just off Bloomington, Ind., High
School North property before
school started to scare another
studenc, police said.
Police also arrested another 16year-old boy, after school officials
found the gun in his backpack
later in the school day, according
to a news release issued by the
Bloomingron Police Department.
Police believe the 15-year-old
boy fired a .25-calibcr Beretta
semi-automatic pistol into the
ground near che feet of another
15-year-old boy. According ro the
release, the boy admicced co taking
the gun from his grandmother's
house and firing the shot, which
be said he did to scare the ocher
boy, who be said had been picking
on him.
The incidenc might also have
stemmed from a disagreement
over a girl, police said. Other
students were apparently around

when the shot was fired bur no
one was injured.
The 15-year-old boy rcporcedJy
gave the weapon to che 16year-old boy, who put it in his
backpack and went to school
with it, according ro the release.
When school officials heard about
the incident, they searched his
backpack and found the gun.
The J 6-year-old boy now
faces preliminary adult charges of
possession of a handgun without a
license on school property, a class
Cfdony.
The 15-year-old boy was
referredasajuvenileonpreliminary
charges of intimidation with a
deadly weapon, a class D felony;
criminal recl<lessness with a
deadly weapon, a class D felony;
and possession of a handgun
without a license, a class C felony,
the release said.
Because the alleged crimes
were commirred within 1,000 feet
of school property, they became
felonies, according to the news
release.

Wisconsin gubernatorial
candidates spar over taxes
(U-WIRE)
WAUKESHA,
Wis.- Taking a step forward from
behind their one-sided campaign
ads, gubernatorial candidaces
Democratic Gov. Jim Doyle and
U.S. Rep. Mark Green, R-Wis.,
debated Wisconsin's economy and
taxes Friday.
But the debate developed into
rhetoric on who was to blame for
federal and state deficits, while
still exposing rwo dramatically
different positions on the current
and future direction of che state.
Doyle spoke of progress
he made during his four years
in office, citing job growth,
balanced budgets and spending
cuts.
"We have made those kinds of
cuts, and I'm going co continue
to do it," he said, adding he bad

managed a $3.2 billion deficit
when he entered office.
Green said the state needs
new leadership and an "entirely
new approach co economic
developmenc" because spending
had increased by 20 percent under
Doyle.
"Every unnecessary dollar
char the governmenc takes from
you is a dollar you don'c have,"
Green said, adding citizens could
otherwise devote such money co
their businesses or families.
Green pledged he would
eliminate
wasteful
spending
and slow the growth of stare
government.
"We've balanced our budget ...
as opposed to a federal deficit that
has just grown and grown and
~own," Doyle ~d .•
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Armed man crashes van near Capitol
The Assodated Press

WASHINGTON - An armed man ran
chrough che U.S. Capitol after crashing his
vehicle on che Capitol grounds Monday in
the worse breach of securicy since a gunman
killed rwo police officers in 1998.
Acting Capitol Police Chief Christopher
McGaffin identified che intruder as Carlos
Greene, 20, of Silver Spring, Md. He said
Greene, cackled after a foot chase through che
Capicol, was armed with a loaded handgun
and had crack cocaine in his possession.
Greene appeared to be under the influence
of a controlled substance and "exhibited signs
of seizure," McGaffin said. He was taken co
Greater Southeast Community Hospital.
Police planned co charge Greene with
federal felony possession and assaulc of a
police officer, McGa.ffin said.
"This was unacceptable by my expectations
for Capitol Police," McGa.ffin said. "It was an
unforrunate breach of our security."
He said Greene, driving an SUV stolen
earlier in the day, slammed into a police
vehicle blocking an cnrrance co a major
construction site on Capitol's case side, across
from the Supreme Coun.
Greene drove into the sire, stopping·at a
skylighc for che new Capitol Visitors Center,
which opens nexr year, McGaffin said, adding
chat Green then bolted up the Capitol seeps,
entering the building through a third-floor
construction door. He then made his way
to the basement on che opposite side of the
building before being subdued by police
outside an office for distribution of Bags that
lawmakers present to constiruencs.
McGa.flin said there was no information
char Greene was brandishing .his weapon
and said police chasing him chose not co
use deadly force. H e praised Capitol police
for their actions in capturing the intruder,
bur said there would be a review of security
measures and protocols.

CHUCK IEllEDT I Met
Police investigate a car that a man drove onto the grounds of the U.S. Capitol and crashed into a security barrier before fleeing into the
building causing a security lockdown Monday in Washington, D.C.

Greene entered ac "an access point chat
muse be available co construction vehicles," he
said, and "there is a risk. Thar's why we have
concentric rings of security."
The incident occurred shortly before
7 a.m., and the Capitol was locked down for
about an hour before reopening for sea.ff and
tourists. The House was not in session on
Monday and the Senate didn't convene until
Monday afternoon.
Tue visitors center is being builr in pare

co provide an extra layer of security before
people enter the Capitol following the 1998
shooring deaths of cwo Capitol police officers.
In char case, a man with a history of mental
illness ran through a firsc-Boor door of the
Capitol, shoe ro death one officer ac the door
and another inside the adjacent office of thcnMajority Leader Tom Delay, R-Texas.
Security around the Capitol increased
s~gni6canJ.ly aft~r tha~ shooting, and again
after the Sepe. i 1 artacks.

McGaffin defended a delay of more than
nine hours before police released any official
details of the inrrusion.
"This is a very unusual cvenc for us,
forrunacely. I wanted to make sure char we
had addressed all of the security needs of the
complex before I cook time co come forward
and share any information with you," he cold
reporters. "I would say chis Capitol is a safe
building. It was safe this morning and it is
safe conight," he said.

Zimbra still going through fine tuning
By Kevin KenealJ
Online Reporter

Information Technology has said the
slow service on che new PantherMail service,
Zimbra will not last long, and will ultimacely
benefit chc college in the long run.
The new service replaces the old
PanchcrMail char was in place for eight
years and is complete with enhanced e-mail
performance and upgraded fearures such as
calendars for scheduling and builc-in 'lice'
Microsoft Word and Excel documents.
Yee, the e-mail hasn't run che quickest so
far. "We jusc put new hardware in place today
(that should speed up performance) and you

should sec improved performance comorrow
and through chc rest of the week," said Greg
DeYoung, associate director for campus
infrastructure.
DeYoung has said the reasoning for this has
been auc co the high amount of usage Zimbra
gees, especially during its peak hours around
lunch time and due to the 7-15 second period
it cakes for che server co compile code for che
application any time a user logs in.
"Ac peak times, such as just before lunch,
we are seeing some queuing and Bow delays,
bur we wiJl overcome these in a day or cwo
of fine runing," said Chat Chattcrji, assistant
vice president in Information Technology
Services. After looking at a number of e-mail

projcccs, IT settled on Zimbra co incorporate
both an enhanced e-mail and added features.
One of the new fearures is the calendar,
which was added co allow administration,
faculty, and srudencs co interact with each
ocher and schedule appointments or using
ic for a co-do-list. Also, the new system is
supported by mobile devices such as PDA's.
cell phones, ere. so srudcncs can_check their
e-mail away from their computer.
"(In chc future) I hope co upgrade che
e-mail system, offer enhanced features,"
DeYoung said. Another solucion to the
internet speed problem will come in the form
of Zimbra Lice, which IT is currently working
with Zimbra engineers co add co the e-mail

by lace fall.
"We arc working with Zimbra co come
up with a 'lire' version of the Web interface
which will load quickly, but will forgo some
of the excra and more futuristic features;
Charrcrji said.
Once Zimbra Lice becomes available, once
the user logs on co PantherMail, they wiU
have the choice between the current e-mail
and Zimbra Lice.
"As with any new sysccm, it takes time 10
work our the bugs and co gee things cuncd for
any given environment under real conditions,"
Chaccerji said. "We needed the srudencs co pu1
it under stress, which is something we could
nor do over the summer."

PantherMail not compatible with handicapped
BJ llewin llenealJ
Online Reporter

The new Panther e-mail service, Zimbra,
compatible for those with
disabiiities.
Chae Chattcrji, assistant vice president in
Information Technology Services, has said he
is confident it will be soon.
"In general our e-mail systems are ADA
compatible or can be accessed in a method
that would qualify with che ADA guidelines,"
Chatterji said. "Bue in general, if you are
asking if the new PantherMail Web interface
is compatible, we don't think so."
Chatcerji has said he has asked for
clarification from Zimbra, the new e-mail
cnccrprisc software system thac's being
introduced co campus, for an emphasis on
ADA compatibility.
While Chaui:tji does nor believe the new email system is ADA compatible, Ryan Gibson

is not fully

, Eascern's Webmasccr, says Eastcrn's Web site
is ADA compatible, bur it could be better.
Alchough Eastern's webmascer, Ryan
Gibson, said they are working on making the
site more ADA (Americans wich Disabilities)
compliant, chc current site is not fully up co
thac level.
"Right now, our sire is not 100 percent
ADA compaciblc," Gibson said. "We recently
submitted a report co che IBHE and basically
they asked us, 'Do you know what arc you
guys doing about ADA flexibility on your
Web sire and ocher forms of digital media?"'
While adding chc Eascern logo co many
of the sub sires on www.eiu.edu may have
bdped navigation.
It is navigacion for the disabled thac is
giving Gibson and his ream problems.
It is one of che main reasons the site is nor
up co where Gibson would like it co be.
"But then you scare talking about
navigation on a sire as wdl, it becomes very,

very important, what you use co navigate," he
said.
"They don't wane to have co go through
their mouse over each piece of item. Thar's
where we're not, nor quire chcre ycc, where
we're not doing a good job, in navigation."
Making a site compatible for che disabled
consiscs of having a screening reader chat
reads che text in the site and all of the images
have an ale tag.
If a screening reader was where chc Eastern
logo is on the site's left hand side, it would
simply say chat this would be a logo ofEascern
Illinois University, so if a person has a visual
disability it could be read to chem.
In order co help che disabled, Gibson
is looking on geccing cools char would be
something like a concenc management system,
which would climinacc a loc of the guess work
from chc developer.
Gibson looks to nor only enhance the site
for the disabled, but for everyone.

"I don'c like co just corner it for ADA
accessibility, we're really making it accessible
for things like cell phones, PDAs, all the
different devices char connect to the Web," he
said.
"I don't look at it as something chai we
have co do; it's something char we wane co do
and it's making the sire more accessible for chc
entire university."
Gibson has said char the sire does mee1 chc
letter of the law, bur would like ro be wiihia
the spirit of the law, raking the sires 10 chc
next level.
"In the future, hopefully within the nat
year, we hope co tweak the infrasrrucrure and
make our sire I 00 percent ADA compliant
as well as in general more accessible," Gibson
said.
"'We got a plan in place co make our m
more compatible, char this is something elm
we need co be doing, an<! thac this is going ID
make us more accessible for everyone.•
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I ELIZA ZWETTLER

Troy transfer thriving at Eastern
Junior outside hitter leads
Panthers in total kills
By Marco Santana
Associate Sports Edaor

Eliza ZwenJer was tired of playing for a
new coach.
The junior had played for four coaches in
cwo years ar Troy Universicy in Alabama.
h: was nor what she signed up for.
"There wasn't any consistency and we

weren't having very good seasons and success
as ic was," she said.
So she transferred to Eastern at the
urging of Panthers' assiscant coach Cheryl
Ascrauskas.
Zwettler is second on the ream in kills per
game as Eastern heads inco a match against
Universicy of Illinois-Chkago tonight ac
Lancz Arena at 7 p.m.
The Panthers arc coming off a weekend
where head coach Lori Bennecr said they
improved in each successive match againsr
Norrhwescern, Arizona and Pinsburgh.

Asrrauskas was an assistant coach at Troy
during Zwenler's freshman year and joined
Bennett on the Panthers at the stan of lase
season.
She was the main reason Zwecder
transferred co Eastern, along with Zwertler's
desire to be closer co her family.
"l wanted co be closer co home and into a
bercer program," she said. •It JUSt worked ouc
char I was able ro come here." .

»

SEE ZWETTLH, PAGE 13

Rehab Progress
By Matthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

In the baby steps of Cline Sellers' rehab,
the senior linebacker being physically able to
return to daily seeps is a big leap forward.
"I'm cxcired char he's been able co recurn
to a normal life more than anything," Eastern
defensive coordinator Roe Bellantoni said. "I
don't care if he ever plays another down for
us again.·
Sellers injured che brachia! plexus bundle
that connects the ligaments in the right
shoulder to the spinal cord. The senior
linebacker said he has regained the feeling
and use of his right arm and the back pain
has been slightly alleviated.
The Panthers have been without the 2005
conference Dc:fensive Player of che Year for
the fuse three games and he will nor play
against Samford.
"He was so down lately saying my season
is over and my career is gone," Bellantoni
said. "The face chac he's bouncing around and
more positive is great."
The rotighesr pan for Sellers was being on
the sidelines for che Indiana Stace game and
ac Illinois State.
"I'd scrap my arm up and play chis week
if they'd lee me," Sellers said. "I wane co help
this team so bad."
The rehab for Sellers has included range of
mocion drills wich the purpose being ro keep
the joints in the shoulder active.
"I've been working wich the crainers
and doctors every day along with receiving
massages and been going to a chiropracror,"
Sellers said.
According ro NCAA rules, in order co
receive a sixth-year of cligibilicy, the player
must have been redshirted due co health
reasons. Sellers was redshlrred previously
ac North Iowa Area Communiry College
because of an injury.
"I chink chat gives us a solid case and all
we'd have co do ac that poim is fill ouc the
paperwork," BdJanconi said.

CARRIE HOWS I THE DAILY WTERll IEWS
Sophomore defensive back Seymore Loftman pursues Illinois State junior running back Rafael Rice. Tne Panthers defense gave up 432
yards of total offense to the Redbirds Saturday in ISU's 44-30 win.

Wake-up call for 'D'
By Matthew Steyens
Sports Reporter

NW Top ZO I-AA Football Poll
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

New Hampshire (83)
2-0
Appalachian State (22) 2-1
Cal Poly (2) 3-0
Furman 2-1
Montana 1-1
Illinois State 2-1
Richmond 2-0
Youngstown State 2-1
Massachusetts 2-1
Southern Illinois (2) 2-0
Hampton ( 1) 3-0
Northern Iowa 2-1
McNeese State 1-1
North Dakota State 2-0
Portland State 2-1
UCDavis 2-1
James Madison 1-1
Delaware 1-1
Georgia Southern 1-1
EASTERN IWNOIS 1-2

For nearly two years, Eascern has won
games with a less than complicated formula:
scop the run, cause turnovers and a ccack the
quarterback.
Last Sacurday, none of those objectives
were satisfied and it led to cbe Panthers 44-30
loss co Illinois State.
"I chink maybe our guys sore of forgoc
how they got so good," Eastern defensive
coordinator Roe Bellantoni said.
Through the firs.t three weeks lase year, the
Panthers allowed a quarrerback co throw for
more than 200 yards.
The 2006 version has the same issue.
"We haven't been playing EIU defense ac
all," Easrern senior linebacker Clint Sellers
said.
Sellers hasn't played since the opening
kickoff at Dlinois and was forced to watch his
teammates struggle lase week.
"Ic's &usrracing not being out there buc
I'm aying co hdp the ceam as much as I can,"
Sellers said.

The most frustrating aspect of Saturday's
loss was the Panthers offense kepc the team
within striking distance with a cop-10 team
on the road.
"I don't chink we can play any worse
defensively and we still had a chance co beac
rhe number seven team in the country,"
Bellantoni said.
"I thought chat was a very bearable
football team buc we didn'c play the way we're
capable," Sellers said.
Currently, the Eastern defense, which led
the ave in scoring defense, rushing defense
and rumover margin in 2005, is ranked No.
108 (of 116) in rhe nation in total defense,
104'h in poincs allowed and 95"' against the
pass.
"I don'c know how much I have ro celJ
chem because this is basic things," Bellanconi
said. "Some of these guys have co step up and
figure it ouc."
After having so much cohesion and success
for the pasc cwo seasons, the Panthers may
have been suffering from a mental letdown.
"I rhink if there's one positive from
Sacurday, it's chac it was a realicy check,"

Easrern senior cornerback Ben Brown said.
"We didn'c play well as a secondary,
thought the fronc seven played okay."
This week the Panthers will face a highpowered passing accack as they travel to
Birmingham, Ala., co face Samford.
"I know they are going ro cry and spread
us out coo," Bellanconi said.
The Bulldogs mostly use a shotgun offense
that will test the Eascern defense with veteran
quanerbackJefferson Adcock.
Brown feels Like after rllinois State, they
will be more prepared for che Ohio Valley
Conference opener.
"They like to throw it so I think we'll be
ready and need co work a little harder in
practice," Brown said.
In order ro slow down Samford's attack,
the Panthers will need to have senior
preseason All-American safccy Tristan Burge
who lefc late into Sacurday's game with the
Redbirds with what is being called a severe
knee sprain.
"I don't know what his scacus is and it'll
depend upon how he reacts this week,"
Bellanconi -said.
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MEN'S SOCCER

Panthers improved statistically this year
Peters and Earl equaled last
seasons scoring marks
By Joe Waltasti
Staff Reporter

Looking at rhe Panrhers 2005 scoring
statistics against their sracs this season chey are
sjmilar. Excepr the Panrhers (7-2) scill have
half their season remaining as they have nine
regular season games left on the schedule.
Sophomore striker Brad Peters has already
tied J immy K.latter's scoring mark lase season.
However, Peters has scored his seven goals on
just 35 shoes as opposed co the 60 shoes ic
rook Klatter co get his seven goals.
Peters has blossomed in his starting suiker
spot, improving his goal scoring percentage
frqm 3 percent lase year, when he needed 32

CWB SPORTS

shoes co score just one goal, ro 20 percent this
season.
Klatter's scoring percenrage of 1 I percenr
earned him a firsc-ceam all Missouri Valley
Conference selection and a second team
NSCAA all-regional bid in 2005.
While Klarrer scored six of his goals in just
rwo games with hat cricks against Longwood
and Evansville, Peters has spread out his goals,
conuibuting scores in five of che Panthers
seven viccories while also recording a hat crick
against IPFW. Peters has three game winning
goals chis year, the same amount as Klarter
had last year.
Peter's has scored on seven of his 25 shors
on goal, but Klattcr needed 40 shots on goal
ro tally his seven scores.
The shoes on goal, SOG, stariscical
category includes only che player's shoes chat

needed to be stopped by the goalie. Shots in
general can include balls thac go wide left,
right or over the crossbar, bur onlr shots on
target are considered SOG.
Junior Brad Earl, the leading returning
scorer from last year, has already marched his
2005 performance.
Earl scored four goals on 21 shots in 2005
and he has almost exactly the same marks this
season with four goals on 19 shors, including
cwo game winners.
However, with all these starisrical
similarities berween last year and this season,
there is one major difference: win rocal.

Absence of Injuries
The Panthers have been lucky chis season
on an injury standpoint, with only one scarcer
missing time. Senior Mike Comiskey has not

scarred since Sept. 3 when he brui5ed his ribs
during a collision wich an opponent during
Eascern's game at home against MissouriKansas Cicy.
After missing a three-game stretch including
IPFW, Loyola (Chicago) and Western Illinois,
chc midfielder was able to come off the bench
in borh games chis weekend at the WisconsinGreen Bay Classic.
Howarth auribuces the lack of muscle pulls
and strains ro rhe shape his team was in when
they entered camp in Lhe summer.
"They were a lot finer this year," Howarth
said. "This team mighr be the most fir ream
I have had. Coming in fir and healthy helps
fighting off new injuries."
Not ro jinx his ream, Howarth says
everyone will "cross their fingers, legs and
everything dse."

I WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

Club volleyball extends athletic careers
BJ Frankie Simoncelli
Staff Reportet

Tory Tesdal is che lase original
member of che original Eastern
women's club volleyball team.
Tesdal, sec co graduate chis year,
was pare of che firsc club team at
Eastern.
The original ream started at
Eastern in 2002 and mosc of chose
young women have graduated.
The club provides opporeunicy co
young women who wanr co play on
a more competitive level and gives
them a chance co travel co ocher
universities.
The club tries co get together at
lease chree rimes a week and holds
practices at che Student Recreation
Center.
Mose players found out about
club through Ayers or by word of
mouth.
"I was walking and just saw a
flyer and than I saw another sign in
the quad saying there were tryouts,"
said Renee Martin a junior defensive
specialise.
Tesdal plays middle hitter for
the team. She found out about the
ream through rwo seniors who were
purring the club together.
"I found out about club my
freshman year during volleyball
inttamurals," she said. "Two girls
older then me were putting the
team together and I wanred to be
pare ofic."

INTRAMURALS

Sarah Borys, a sophomore special education major, saves the ball during
night at the Student Recreational Center.
Tesdal wanced to play club ac
Eastern because she loves volleyball
and can't imagine noc playing.
"le gives me something co do
and something ro compete in,"
Tesdal said.
She bas played all four yt."3.l'S on
the team and also serves as a mentor
and leader for the squad.
She handles many duties for
the team, such as handling all the
money and informing the rest of the
ream where the money is all going,

such as, gas. hocels and tournament
fees.
Junior defensive specialist Jessica
Kinsella has played on the squad
for three years and serves as the
ream's vice prC!>idenr and works
closely with ·1esdal on organizing
the team.
"Ir is my job to organize
the tournaments and bring a
tournament to Eastern,'' she said. "I
work very closely with Tcsdal as a
vice president and treasurer."

and got involved through Harvey.
"Kyle needed a lirtle help
coaching the ream so he asked me,"
he said. "I wanted to help so it
worked our good."
lhe team is currencly looking for
an adviser co become a recognized
scudenr organization.
After they get an adviser they
are hoping co work on getting a
cournamenr at Eastern.
"Having a tournament here is
important co us so chat scudents can
see why we are always practicing in
the rec," Kinsella said. "le would
also bring srudents from other
universities co Easrem's campus and
give them an opportunity co see
what we have ro offer."
In che past the team bas traveled
co colleges such as Michigan
State, Iowa Scare, University of
Kentucky, Loyola (Chicago) and
JAY GIAllE< I THE DAILY WTElll IEWS
Northwestern.
club volleyball practice Sunday
They are planning on traveling
for
tournaments
to
Purdue
Eastern is coached by junior Kyle University on Oct. 14, Illinois on
Harvey. He first became interested Nov. 4, Marquette on Nov. 11 and
in the ream lase year when he Indiana on Dec. 2.
actended a cournamenr.
Kinsella, who has been playing
"I knew a few girls on che team volleyball chroughouc high school,
lase year so I went to one of their says it's a Joe of fun and a great
tournaments," he said. "Some of experience.
"It's going to be very difficult
the girls on the team asked me to be
coach because chey didn't have one, to say goodbye ro our seniors," she
so I was like okay, I'll coach you. Ir's said. "We have all grown very close
been a grear experience."
and hang our outside of volleyball all
Fellow junior Rick Lewandowski the time, it's a great experience and
is the assistant coach for the ceam a great way to meet new people."

I DODGEBALL

Dodgeball rules refined in third year offered
BJ Chris Sentel
I-Spores Reporter

Eastern's Inrramural Spores offers several different spores
for people to play. Three years ago Eastern started to offer
dodgeball as anocher option for intramural spore lovers.
"People were inreresred in a new sport and they mentioned
dodgeball," said Kevin Linker, Intramural Spores Director. "l
don't know if tt was because chey saw advertisements for the
movie, which came ouc rhe summer before, or what sparked
their interest."
Linker says chat after enough interest was shown co justify
adding dodgeball as another intramural sport, it was just a
matter of seeing how much it would cost to gee the supplies
necessary co gee che spore scarred.
The first year that dodgeball was available it was openleague, which means che reams could be a mixture of men and
women or men could play verse women. The mixed gender
dodgeball did not work our, so the nexc year they divided the
men and women _inro, different lc:agues, because of the many

requests che Intramural department received.
Inrramurals do not require parcicipanrs co pay an entry fee.
All fees come out of the recreation fee, which comes out of
every student's tuition. lhe only time dodgeball participants
are required co pay a fee is if the team forfeits a match, in
which case the captain of the ceam is charged $10. This was
the case on Sepe. 11, when 'Ihe Hairy Ballers Failed co show up
for their match against the Delt Gold team. Even though the
Ocie Gold's were aucomacically given the win, team captain
R.J. Puoci convinced his reammaces and the officials co stay to
have a scrimmage game.
"I would rather play an actual game, bur rm glad we can
actually play a pick-up game," said Puoci. "I just love playing
dodgeball."
Though the rules have had a few minor changes during the
past three years, the basics arc still the same.
The per~on wich a ball cries co throw it ac a person on the
ocher team without crossing che dividing line in the center of
the court. If the ball hits the person then they are out and
muse vacate the courr.
•

If the person catches the ball, then the thrower is our.
One of the new rules for this year is if the person is hit in the
head by a ball, then they arc not out, unless they are uying co
inrencionally block the ball with their head.
One of the rules char seemed co cause a liccle conrroversy
this year was who was our if a player threw a ball and it
hir someone bur bounced into the air and was caught by a
differenr player.
Some thought that both the thrower and the person hie
would be out, but according ro one of the officials, only the
person hit is out. This year each team muse win three games
in order co gee inro che playoffs, but if the team manager
attends the manager meeting they are awarded an automatic
win. The team that wins the rournamenr earns an intramural
championship shirr for each team member.
"The goal is to have fun and enjoy the cxrracurricular
activities that are provided here," Linker said. "That's why we
wanced to include dodgeball; ic's a different spore and ic brings
a different type of participant and it brings back those good
ol' elementary ~ays."
..
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

I FEATURE

Getting defensive
Panthers defense needs to
tighten up as conference play
starts Friday

juniors Mcghan Ryon and Karisa Brenner,
sophomore Lindsey Wilkening and freshman
AJ Brewer.
Brewer and Wilkening have started all
eight games, with Ryon starting three games
and Brenner scaring seven but switching rime
BJ Matt Daniels
becween defense and midfidd.
Sports EditOf
Nowak said Brewer is a cremendous athlete
and the ream has used her at all three positions
A good defense is one chat rarely gees -defense, midfield and forward.
nociced. They are the ones clearing the ball out,
Wilkening played in 17 games lase year,
keeping it away from the goalie and starting mosrly at midfield or forward, but has reverted
the offensive attack.
back co the position she grew up playing.
With the graduation of three senior
It doesn't bother Brewer, Wilkening or Slota
defenders. Ea.stem's defense is getting noticed thac they don't score many goals or record
- but nor for the reasons head coach Tim assis rs.
Nowak wanrs.
"We know whac we do and so docs the
"We kind of need chat one personalicy co team," Wilkening said.
step forward and cake charge of the rest of the
Slota said wirh the offensive system Ea.stern
group."" Nowak said. "To gee your body in is using chis year, it allows rhe defenders to
front ofshoes and give your;elf up for the team. bring the ball up on the outside and send the
Defenders cake great pride in shutouts.
ball in for crosses, secting up pocemial scoring
"Goalkeepers get the credit for shutouts, chances.
bue if you don't give up a goal tbae's a great
Even wich che four-game losing streak the
defensive effort on everybody's pa.re."
team is on, the defense is confident they can
That great defensive efforc hasn't been there turn in a performance similar co last year's
consistently so fu chis year, with the Panthers team.
The 2005 Panthers allowed 14 goals in 10
allowing 15 goals through eight games.
Lase year's team allowed 17 goals all season. non-conference games but only four in nine
During Ea.stem's current four-game losing Ohio Valley Conference games.
streak, the team has allowed l 0 goals.
"Conference is whac counts," Slota said.
"There's
been
a
couple
of
And iccertainly has for Ea.stern since starting
miscommunicacions, but tbat can easily be play in the OVC in 1998, with a 39-5-6 record
worked out," said sophomore Ashley Slota, in conference games.
che team's lone returning starter in the back
The Panchers get that chance Friday when
four. "At the beginning we had a problem of they hosts Tennessee-Marcin in che fine
dropping back, so balls would go over our conference game.
head, buc now it's jusc miscommunication."
"This program is steeped in doing well in
Slota is the most experienced defender, the OVC,"" Nowak said.
"Now wich chat being said, we can't show
having starred 19 of 20 games lase year as a
freshman alongside seniors Lee Ann Langsfdd, up Friday and expect the same ching co carry
Morgan Frericks and Lindsey Holcomb.
over because this is a very different group of
Now alongside Sloca in the back line arc young women " he said.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

n Zwettler
FROM PAGE B 1

Zwerder said she has
been ac a slight disadvantage
as an outside bitter since
schools came out to recruit
players at her club team.
"I've always been told
char I was short and that
I couldn't compece at
(Division I)," she said. "Ac
club rournamenrs, when
coaches look at the roster,
they immediacely look at
height. When they sec a 56 or 5-7 outside bitter, it
doesn't mauer how high you
jump or what you touch.
"Most
often
you're
just
wiped
our
(of
consideration)."
Zwetder's family has
always been athletic.
·Eliza and her cwo sisters,
Callie and Alex, all played
volleyball, softball and
basketball in high school.
Their parenrs, Chris
and Bernie Zwecrler, are
both in the Universicy of
Wisconsin-Platteville's
athletic hall of fame and
Chris has been the athleric
director ar Edgewood High
School for 27 years.
"It's what we do when we
get together," Chris said.
He said because of her
height, it is sometimes "extra
special" when she gets a kill
against bigger girls.
He said thac having all
their children compete in
spores was special.
Especially when Callie
and Fliza went co the scare

JAY 'WIE< I TME MILT EASTERI IEWS
Eliza Zwettler, a junior outside hitter, spikes the ball
during practice on Monday afternoon in Lantz Arena.
Zwettler, a transfer from Troy University, leads the
Panthers in kills this season with 116.

championship game when
Eliza was a freshman and
C..a.llie was a senior.
"As parents, it's a dream
come true," Eliza's father
said. "At the time, we didn't
make a big deal about it.
But you look back and ic's a
pretty big deal"
Her fundamentals and
hitting power are two parts
of her game Bennett has

I NOTEBOOK

Staff Reporter

The Panthers went 2-7 through
lase year's non-conference schedule.
This season, Ea.stem (2-5-1)
ended its non-conference schedule
with similar results.
"It's pretty identical co lase yea.r's
non-conference schedule. Missouri
State gor rained out last year and
almosr got rained our this year,"
said head coach Tun Nowak.
"It's challenging. (Wright Stace)
is beating everybody." Nowak
said the Panthers play the tough
schedule co get the team prepared
co play deep into the Ohio Valley
Conference rournament and into
the NCAA College Cup come
November.

Coming back
Freshman goalkeeper Jenny
Willia.ms rerurned co che fidd after
being out with a head injury in the
Eastern Michigan game.
..She's healthy." Nowak said.
"She's going co benefit from getting
a solid week of rraining behind
her."

Eastern. She now has 17 in her
four-year careeL
"She saw the ball, made her
body get co the ball, and scored,"
Nowak said.

Freshman contributing
Freshman forward Laura Rudolfi
was able to record her fim assist of
her collegiate career.
"Rudy's another versatile kid.
She needs to gee a lirtle bit monger.
She goes a good understanding of
the game," Nowak said. "She's not
afraid co try things."
Also freshman forward Rachd
Hamilton was able to record her
second goal of the year in Friday's
loss at Wright State.

Getting more accurate
The Panthers' offense was more
accurate with their shots on goal
during Friday's game at Wright
Seate. The Panthers had 12 shots
rota! againsr the Raiders, with nine
being on goal.
"They fought some cackles. We
have co do chat consiscencly," Nowak
said. "It was dererminacion."

Corner kicks
Mowing up on the list
Senior midfielder Trisha Walter
was able to score her first goal of her
year in Friday"s 4-2 loss at Wright
Seate.
"She's been knocking ar the door
all year," Nowak said. "It was pure
will on her pan. Ir was a vinrage
Trisha Walter rype goal."
She moves to sixth all-time
on the career goals scored lisr ar

been impressed with.
"She's definitely an
impact player," she said.
"She is very srrong and
explosive."
.
Eliza's father said while
she always wanrs the ceam
do well. sometimes she
likes co make an impact in
another way.
"She also likes co drill
people when she can."

•

Tough non-conference
schedule prepares team
By Kevin Murphy

UJ

This past weekend, rhe Panthers
had fewer comer kicks combined
than cheir opponents ( 15 for Wright
Stace and Missouri State compared
to six for Ea.seem).
'Ihis was an unusual trend for
the Panthers, as they had 40 corner
kicks compared ro rheir opponents'
l 0 heading inco last weekend's
games. Eascern scill has an advantage
of 46-25 in corner kicks.
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RUGBY I SCHEDULING

-First comes Eastern, then comes •••
East ern faces
scheduling challenges
as only Division I
women's team
By Israel Carrillo
Staff Reporter

fc jUSt so happens that the only
Division I rugby ream is Eastern.
In 1988, Eastern established
a club team. In 1999, Eascem,
through a long, arduous process,
said Rebecca Carlson, a former
Panther player and assistant coach,
became the first Division I NCM
recognized ream.

Today, che NCAA allows Eastern
to play against club teams from

schools all around che country. This
helps head coach Frank Graziano
put the schedule together while
being the only Division I team in
the country.
"As far as our home schedule
goes, basically I either send our
emails or pick up che phone and see
who wants ro play," Graziano said.
"As far as che away games, how they
are scheduled, thar's basically based
on our budger."
Graziano said chac he plans our
a figure for the season of how much
money he needs to spend on rravd,
where he chinks it would be exciting
to play a good ream or travel to a
pare of the country the team has
never been to.
Graziano is a graduate of
Clemson University and played
club rugby there. Graziano said
going co school at Clemson opened
the window of opportunity for
Clemson ro play Eastern lase year.
"I have gceac connections ac
Clemson," Graziano said.
Playing Texas A&M lase year at
Little Rock, Ark., Graziano said,
was such a wonderful experience
chat Little Rock has now become a
home away from home.
"The Texas A&M game for
example, ic was a great trip down
ar Little Rock. We were loosely
attached co a tournament down

there, not really pan of it, bur we
do µse the field," he said.
"They supplied the officials
for us. I made good contacts with
them, we had a good experience;
down rherc, good hotels, everyching
was reasonable, jusr rhe same as
Clemson,~ he said.
Carlson, who now works in
Colorado Springs, Colo., ar USA
Rugby believes that rugby will
continue co grow in cbe future; ic
jusc needs a little push in the righ1
direction.
"Rugby is a young D-1 sport,"
CArlson said. "There are teams
currently, six years in the making
in the Northeast region, thac are
trying co breakthrough from club
co Division I."
Some of those teams are the

EIJC HILTllER I THE DAILY WTERll Im
Head coach Frank Graziano gives a halftime speech during Saturday afternoon's game at the EIU Rugby Field. "There are teams, currently, six
years in the making in the Northeast region, that are trying to breakthrough from club to Division I."

Universiry of Maine, the Universiry
of Southern Vermont, Westchester
and Boden. Carlson went on to
explain chat srudenr inceresr is
Carlson
however,
is
still
essential, in order for a club ream to optimistic chat women's rugby "will
carch on like wildfire."
make the leap to Division I.
Many schools \vith club rugby
Eastern freshmen Stephanie
reams hand our surveys to see if Militello and Erin Norton played
there could be enough interest to different sports before coming ro
form a team.
Eastern and trying our for rugby.
Bue since many students come
Boch players say even though
from a high school chat does nor the schedule has been fairly easy
have a rugby program, when they thus far, the schedule will gee harder
come co college, chey, ace forei~ to 3$ cht: ~;ilSQ.O, we;us. o.rr when ~
it.
'
.' ·P:iritlieri take·on we· .an~sfu rugby

FRANK GRAZIANO I RUGBY HEAD COACH

"Rugby is a young D-1 sport. There are teams currently, six years in the
making in the Northeast region , that are trying to breakthrough from
club to division I. "
reams.
Since gaining-Division I scarus
in 2002, the, l'a.uthtrs. ~ ,QD,)y

been able co play agamsc· dub. reams

from household name schools such
as the University of WJSconsin,
t;he Univers.icy 0£ Vj~ini<l ,an,d ~c.

• Uruvers!cy of.T~llrl&e'o.

11

\

However, none of those schools
have been able co garner enough
inr,eri;sts_ frQrn ~d1tnt'$'tO q:rQVe from
club 'reanrr6.Dmtb·n 1 status,, '-t,·:•
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I BALLOT-ACCESS SUIT

Appeals panel rules for independents
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - A federal appeals courc
declared Monday that che unusually high
hurdJes independent candidates for the Illinois
legislarurc must clear to get their names on
che ballot are unconsrirurional.
"They are rhc: most restrictive in che nation
and have effectively eliminated independent
legislative candidacies from the Illinois

campus clips
INTERNATIONAL
FORUM:
NMeet
the
World#
Join
International
Programs
m
welcoming our new mtemahonal
students to campus. 2:30-3:30 in
the Charleston-Mattoon room
Free refreshments will be served
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/19

•

political scene for a quarter of a century,"
a three-judge panel of che U.S. 7ch Circuit
Court of Appeals said in its 17-page decision.
The appeals court said that of the 28
scares chat require independencs co present
signarures on nominating petitions equal to
a specified percentage of the vote at the last
general election Illinois "stands alone." In
face, according co che courr, while Illinois
requires chat independents gather signatures

help wante

lnserters needed from 12:00am1:30am. Apply at 1802 Buzzard
Hall.

________ oo

Advertising
Representative
Wanted: Fill out application c
Student Publications Office in
Buzzard

_ _ oo

[,~[l

lost& found
Spences on Jackson is now
accepting Mastercard, Visa and
Debit. Great stuff at good price-..
We think a little crazy is good!
345-1469 T-S 1-S pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9121
Woman seeking houses to clean.
Experienced. Rea~nable rate5.
Will work according to your
schedule. 345-6510
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9122
Former

Human

resources

director will write your resume

962-1268
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/22

•

help wante

Are you lookmg for a part
time evenmg position m
a
fun,prof~s1on.il
office
atmosphere? Ruffalo Cody/
Westaff is c;et'f..mg professional
telephone
fundraiwrs.
Flexible -;cheduling. weekly
paychecks.part tune evenings
and no •cold calling• required.
Stop by W~taff at 651 Castle
Dr. or call 345-1303 for more
information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
BOXA- Now hiring day and
evening DELIVERY DRIVERS.
Please apply within; 453 Lincoln
Ave
....
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9120
The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses for its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available at
the Rockome office or on-line
at www.rockome.com. Return
application~ in person-Monday
through Friday, April 10-14. Call
(217) 268-4106.

Lost: Movie related VHS tape.
To retrieve tape go to Old Mam
Room 2010.
Lost: One Gold Earring. Go to
2010 in Old Mam to retrieve this
item.
Lost: Pair of Black Reading
glasses. Go to Records Office in
Old Main Rm. 1220.
A lady wants to rent a bedroom
call 217-345-5456
---------,-9119

~ ~

roommates

Wanted· apartment mate, gre,11
location, great price, available
now. Rent your own room on
9th street. Ft-males only. Call
(217) 493-9234
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/2

for sale
1997 Nissan Sentra. Black,
clean, 153K mileage. Runs well
348-7781
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9120

f• '

for rent

Available Immediately- One
bedroom duplex. Water and
trash included. $325 per month.
348-7733;512-0334
Brand new home 2nd semester
3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 3 car
garage. No pets. 345-9267.
----~---9129

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS
TO CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Efficiency close to campu~.
$325 includes utilities, air, males
only. No smoking, no pets. Call
345-3232 days

________

{)()

Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immooiat~IY. call for
details. Conta(t Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
1williamsrentakcom
- - - - - - - - - 00

New Four Bedroom Apartment~

Extremely Clo~e to Campus.
Across trom Lantz. Fully
Furnished. Call Today for
Lowered
Rates.
Grantview
Apartments. 345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

4 Bedroom Home close to

6 bedroom house cl<>5e to
campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 livmg
rooms, Large Kitchen. Stove,
refrigerator, washer and dryer.
Available for the 06-07 school
year for more info www.
poteeterentals.com or 217-3455088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

campus New A/C. W/D Range

5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2

and refrigerator. $225 per person.
No pets. Call Joe 549-2060.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9125

bath, Large bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet, stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
and dining room. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
Info www.poteeterentals.com m
217-345-5088

'•'

for rent

1106 Johnson. Near campus.
Individual bedrooms available.
$375/mo includes utilities. Short
or long term lease. Also leasing
for Fall '07 5 bdrm. 345-2928.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9125

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

-------~00

SAVE
MONEY-NEWLY
REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE
ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE
TO
NEXT
UNIVERSITY.
PARKING
AVAllABLE..148·
8406

____

{)()

1430 1/2 9TH ST VERY
AFFORDABI E.
4
BDRM
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 1/2
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING NO PE.TS 148 8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

equaling I 0 percenc of the vote in che last
general election, in none of the ocher states
did che requirement exceed 5 percent.
The appeals court overturned a decision
by U.S. Discricr Judge Jeanne E. Scott of
Springfield who chrew out a lawsuit by
would-be state Senate candidate David Lee of
Heyworth challenging the state's ballot-access
law.
Lee had wanted to run for che Senate
in che 44th legislacive district in 2004 buc
believed char he would never have been able
co get enough signarures on his nominating
petitions under state ballot-access laws.
Instead, Lee 61ed suit against the Stare
Board of Elections, saying the restrictions
were so rough they violated his constitutional
rigbcs.
The State: Board of Elections said the
lawsuit should be thrown out, arguing
chat Illinois' high ballot-access standards
are needed co minimize parry splintering.
excessive factionalism and ballot clutter.
The appeals court said Lee's right co seek
office outweighed those considerations. It
did nor suggest any new set of ballot-access
standards.
uwe leave chat cask co rhe political
branches of the stare government," said
rhe opinion wricten by Judge Kenneth F.
Ripple.
Seate Board of Elections executive director
Dan White said his office is reviewing the
ruling.
Scare Rep. Charles Jefferson, D-Rockford,
chairman of che House Elections Comminee,

NATION

said in a rclephone interview char "Illinois
needs co come into compliance wich ocher
states and 1f we are behind the rimes, for lack
of ocher words, we need to come into the 21st
Century."
He said the Illinois acce:.s resrrictions were
so high because "ics just always been chat
way - it's always stayed in place. I chink rhe
restrictions were chere because chcy were the
guidelines we had to go by."
State Rep. Jim Durkin, R-Westchester, the
Republican spokesman on the committee,
said the decision "chips away at whar has been
che Republican and Democratic Parties' lock
on state offices."
But he added: "I don't sec it as having chat
much impact at che end of the day" because
Republicans and Democrats will srill win the
vast majority or all of the ~ears in che Illinois
General Assembly.
Until I 979, an independent wanting his
name on the ballot had co gee signarures on
his nominating petitions equal co 5 percent of
che voce ac che lase general election.
Thar year che amount was doubled to 10
percent.
Candidates seeking co form a new policical
parry scill need only 5 percent. But che court
said both candidates and petition signers
have a right co maintain their independence,
unaffiliated wich any parry.
Nominaring petitions for independencs,
as for parry candidates. must be filed 92 days
before che March primary. which is 323 days
before the election. The appeals court said
chat too overburdened indepcndencs.

I OBITUARY

Lawford, sister of JFK, dies
was troubled and ended in 1965 in a
bitter divorce, che first for a member of the
NEWYORK- Patricia Kennedy Lawford, staunchly Roman Catholic Kennedy clan.
Laurence Learner, auchorof"The Kennedv
che sister of President Kennedy whose
marriage ro Pecer Lawford Jene Hollywood Women," said chat Patricia Lawford couldn:r
glamour and Rae Pack cool to her family's handle her husband's philandering and wcllpolitical dynasty, has died. She was 82.
documented drinking and drug use.
Lawford died Sunday of complications
"When she married Peter Lawford she
from pneumonia ac her New York home, was very much an innocent thrown inco
brocher Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of chis world of incessant liquor and blatant
Massachusens said chrough a spokeswoman.
sexuality and drugs," Leamer said in a
"My sisrer Pac is irreplaceable," Kennedy telephone interview.
said. "Everyone who knew Pac adored her.
Leamer said Patricia Lawford was driven
She was admired for her great style, for her to alcoholism herself by her failed marriage
love and support of the arts, her wit and and her brother's deach in 1963.
"She was che genclesc, che sweetest of all
generosity - and for chc singular sense of
wonder and joy she brought into our lives."
che Kennedy siscers, and she suffered the
In his 2005 best-seller, "Symptoms of mosr from che assassinacion of her brother,~
Wichdrawal," her actor son, Christopher he said.
Lawford, wrote of his mocher chat "her
Patricia Kennedy was the sixch child and
lighchearcedness and vibrancy made her my fourch daughter among Rose and Joseph
grandfather's favorite."
Kennedy's nine children.
He said she also felt resentment toward
Inspired by her facher's career in che movie
her facher "ac not being allowed fully to live industry, she sec her sights on H ollywood
up ro her potential."
soon after her graduation from Rosemont
She met che handsome British-born accor College, a Cacholic liberal arcs college.
Pecer Lawford through her brocher, the
She began working as an assistant in
future president, in 1949. They were married NBC's New York production department.
in 1954 and had four children.
She chen moved to Los Angeles with the
Lawford is best known for roles in such goal of becoming a producer and director.
musicals as "Easter Parade" (1948) and She worked as an assistant for Kate Smith's
"Royal Wedding" (1951), boch wich Fred radio program and for Father Peyton's Family
Astaire, che 1954 Judy Holliday comedy. Theater and Family Rosary Crusade, where
"It Should Happen to You," and "Exodus' che slogan "The Family thac Prays Together
(1960), with Paul Newman.
Stays Togccher" was coined.
In the lace '50s and early '60s, he was a
Patricia Lawford traveled che country
member of Frank Sinatra's circle of friends in support of her brocher's p residential
dubbed rhe Rae Pack, appearing in the campaign in 1960 and was involved in the
original version of "Ocean's Eleven" in political campaigns of brothers Robert and
1960.
Edward.
She was at Robert Kennedy's bedside
le was a link chat brought a touch of
Hollywood glamour co Sen. Kennedy's when he died after being shot by Sirhan
Sirhan in June 1968.
presidential campaign rhac year.
Christopher Lawford wrote chat Sinatra,
After her divorce, she moved ro New York,
Judy Garland, Henry fonda and Milton where she became a supporter of che ans . .'>he
Berle used to drop by the Lawford family's founded the National Committee for the
California beachfront home and that his Literary Ans at Lincoln Center and worked
mother thought of Marilyn Monroe as "her with the National Center gn Addiction and
little sistrr."
Substance Abuse at Colvmbia University and
But the Lawford-Kennedy marriage the Kennedy Library.
Associated Press

I TALENTED SIBLINGS

riplet boys lead their class at Belleville East
While the boys have academic
BEllEVILLE - The three 17-olds atop the class ranlcings
8cllcvillc East High School arc
DllClllll>crs of the National Honor
P >Ciclry and Eagle Scouts.
ButJoe, Mark and Tim Thurman
also triplets who've gotten Ks in
~ class they've taken in high

ecbool.

·starting out at a young age,

it
was about me doing my best," said
Mark Thurman. "My parents didn't
push for straight Ks. It was what wc
Could accomplish:

STATE

success in a>mmon, tbcy'YC got
separate intCRSCS - Tun runs aoss
country, Mark participates in

student government and theater,
and Joe is on the math team.
They also want to go to different
colleges next year. Joe and Tun
plan to study engineering while
Mark is interested in computers or
international politics.
"'We hope to go to a school that
we really like and can afford. And
if wc all end up in the same place.
so be it," said Joe. "But I would
prefer - and I think Mark and Tun

I GCMRNOR'S RACE

agree- not to go together. We want
that chance to break away and have
that "college experience where we're
independent."
How will the Thwmans afford
the tuition bills? Their scores on the

l0090CIS

PSAT last year qualified them as
National Merit Scholarsemifinalists.
They'll earn scholarships if they
become finalists.
The boys arc the sons of Don
Thurman, a computer programmer

at · Anheuser-Busch, and Beth
Thurman, a quality assurance
supervisor at a chemical testing
laboratory. Their older sister, Katie,
studies chemical engineering at the
University of Illinois in Springfidd.

I AARON McGRUOER

Topinka focuses
on women's health
CHICAGO - Republican candidate for governor Judy Baar
Topinka proposed a package of initiatives Monday rdatcd to
breast cancer and other women's health issues, an area where
Gav. Rod Blagojcvich has focused attention during his four
years in office.
Topinka also said the state should look at extending an
dcctridty rate freeze or other measures to stop an cxpccted
inacasc in customers' bills after the state's 6m public cnagy
auction. She also dismissed a new poll showing her badly trailing
Blagojcvich.
Topinka said she would back legislation to turn her women's
bcalth proposals into iealitJ.
They include requiring insurance companies to pay IOr
any
mammograms a woman might need and genetic tming for
women with a family history of breast cancer.
Topinka also wants to require insurance companies to cover
a new vaccine to hdp prevent cervical cancer.
"Women arc frightened about breast cancer and cervical
cancer. It has a high and unnccesmy mortality rate because
~ don't get out there and do the prevention that we need,"
Topinka said.
Blagojcvich campaign spokeswoman Sheila Nix touted the
governor's record and accused Topinka of "'coming late to the

game."
The Democratic governor has signed bills requiring insurance
companies to cover mammograms for women under 40 with a
&mily history of breast cancer or other risk factors, and tests for
ovarian cancer for at-risk women.
He also has issued an executive order requiring pharmacies to
611 prescriptions for emergency birth control.
The insurance industry has said mandated health benefits
mntribucc to rising health insurance costs.
•Mandates arc a cost-driYCr in the premiums that people
pay," said Mohit Ghosc, a spokesman for America's Health
Insurance Plans, a trade group whose members insure more
than 200 million people.
Ghosc said the insurance industry emphasizes preventive
care. He said insurers wo~ with treating physicians to determine
What mammograms arc needed and some insurers already arc
covering the vaccine that prevents infections from some strains
of the sexually transmitted human papilloma virus, Which can
cause cervical cancer.
Topinka said she thinks there arc enough women in the
Legislature to get her initiatives passed.
She was joined at a Chicago news conference by Republican
state Reps. Suzanne Bassi and Renee Kosel.
On other matters, Topinka took a shot at Blagojcvich for
appointing nearly all the members of the Illinois Commerce
Commission, which allowed the state's two largest utilities to
buy dcctricity througli an auction that will mean higher bills
fOr consumers.
Nix said Blagojcvich would push in the veto session to keep
a rate freeze set to expire at the end of the year in place. The
governor also had urged the ICC to reject the auction plan.
Dlinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan and Cook County
Scatc's Attorney Richard Devine on Monday asked the state
lppdlacc court co stop the dcctric race increases.
Topinka also questioned a Chicago Sun-Tuncs/WMAQ-1V
poll: that shows Blagojcvich with a whopping 30 percentage
.point lead. a margin far larger than other polls have indicated.
Topinka said the rac.e, which includes Green Party candidate
Rich Whimcy, will be tight until the end.
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IEW 10ll TIMES CIOSS1fOID PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Employment
4 Goeaonthe

offense
11 Churchill's ·so

few": Abbr.
14 Tool that's
swoog
15 Distance an
arrowfties
18~jolnt

17 Colar wearer
11 Start of a
Groucho quip
11 Honey maker
20 Put on the
books
22 Chinese writer

_

Yutang

23 llbet's ·
Forbidden City
21 Quip, part 2
28 lofty Unes

31 Throat bug
32 Local bond,
familiarly
31 Actor/clrector
Branagh
31 In need of a
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11 Congressional
divide
13 Quip, part 5
88 End of the quip
18 Investment firm
worker

Band-Aid, say 18 Tyrannize
40 Dickens's Edwin 70 Did a cobbling
job
41 Desert bloomers
11 "Forget 1tr
42 Quip, part 3
48 Balroom dance
move
11 Bit of
kindergarten

learning
12 Enlistee: Abbr.

II Commercial
prefix with vision

H Quip, part 4
18 Western treaty

grp.
11 SALT concern

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS Pum.E

---'"'I

DOWN
1 Make fun of

2 Yol<e wearers
3 Test model
4 Grab _ (eat
Oil the run)

1 ·Maze1 _ r
8 Last of a dozen
7 More gray

8 A daredevil
takes them
I Walloped in the
ring, for short
10 Play for time
11 Sitcom about a
Texas soccer

mom
12 Taproom
offeriJigs

13 llny juq>er
21 "Straigers and

......,.....,

28 Assented to
21 "_ Rosenkavaller"
38 Brian who composed
the Windows 95 start-up
sound
33 Chapel HUI sch.
34 Boaom line

36 Infamous Amin
S7 Tokyo, once
31 Hosp.

area

Brolhers" writer 43 Maritime org.

~.......~;,;.i

24 Sunday music

44 Aclress Rtby

a

•k:h bin _ Bertlner"
21 Queue before U 41 Title for Louis XIV
71 Toll hwy.
47 Kicks, so to ~ ..
book

48 Costner role in "Dances
With Wotves•
41 Perfectly pitched
50 Religious artworks
52 Medioot for a picture of
UncleSam
13 Statcase
14 Feared fly
ll _ aloohol
17 Reactions to shocks
80 0-Day campaign town
12 Cross insa iptioo
84 Expert finish?
81 Benchmart<: Abbr. •
11 came in first
ffT G.l.'s mail drop
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I EGYPT

To pope: Islam will prevail
The Associated Press

Yatica• opens secret archiwes on years leadi•g
up to World War II

nationbriefs
The Associated Press

Bush, first lady make push
for literacy at U.N. session
u NEW YORK - President Bush on
Monday linked his push for democratic
reform across the world with first lady
Laura Bush's call for governments to
embrace literacy programs to improve
lives. Bush attended his wife's event,
which was being held on the sidelines of
the U.N. General Assembly sessions this
week. Later in the day. he had bilateral
talks scheduled with several foreign
leaders to kick off his attendance at the
world body's annu~I meetings.

Mother of kidnapped infant
helps create composite sketdt
u UNION, Mo. - Police released a
sketch Monday of a woman they believe
stole a baby after slashing the mother's
throat, hoping to generate new clues in
the four-day old case.
Stephenie Ochsenbine, 21, helped
police artists with the composite
drawing of the woman she said
attacked her at her home on Friday
and snatched her baby, Abigale Lynn
Woods, now 10 days old. The drawing
shows a woman with dark hair wearing
a baseball cap. Franklin County Sheriff
Gary Toelke said the suspect is believed
to be between 5-foot-4 and 5-8 and
weighs about 200 pounds.

Far...rs told to lmprowe safety
months before E. coli outbreak
H WASHINGTON - Federal health
officials told California farmers to
improve produce safety in a pointed
warning letter last November, nearly
a year before the multistate E. coli
outbreak linked to spinach.
Though state and federal officials
have traced the current outbreak to
a California company's fresh spinach,
they haven't pinpointed the source of
the bacteria that have killed one person
and sickened more than 100 others.
The FDA is still warning consumers
not to eat fresh spinach.

Country singer lelsoa cited for
drug possession ia l.Otlislaa
H LAFAYEITE, La. - Willie Nelson and
four others were issued misdemeanor
citations for possession of narcotic
mushrooms and marijuana after a traffic
stop Monday morning on a Louisiana
highway, state police said.
The citations were issued after a
commercial vehicle inspection of the
country music star's tour bus, state
police said in a news release. A search
~f the bus produced 1 1/2 pounds of
marijuana and 0.2 pounds of narcotic
mushrooms, according to state police.

Oil prices rise, Dow . . . don
& poillts, Nasdaq •lldlaged
H NEW YORK - Stocks gave up a
moderate early adVance to close
barely changed Monday after oil prices
rebounded from their recent decline,
rising as much as $1 a barrel.
Investors also moved to the
sidelines to wait for Wednesday's
Federal Reserve meeting on interest
rate policy.
Readings of economic growth and
inflation remain mixed; the rise in oil
carries 1With it concerns that inflation will
accelerate.

CAIRO, Egypt - Al-Qaida in
Iraq warned Pope Benedict XVI
on Monday chat its war against
Christianity and the West will go
The Associated Press
on until Islam rakes over the world,
and Iran's supreme leader called for
VATICAN CITY - The Vatican opened part of its secret archives Monday to let
historians review milions of diplomatic letters. private correspondence and other
more protests .over the pontiff's
remarks on Islam.
church documents to gain insight into how the Holy See dealt with the growing
Protests broke out in South Asia persecution of Jews before World War II.
Researchers said it could take months or years to study the contents of some
and Indonesia, with angry Muslims
saying Benedict's statement of 30,000 bundles of documents from the 1922-39 papacy of Pius XI, a span when
regret a day earlier did not go fur the rise of Nazism, Fascism and Soviet-bloc communism gripped Europe.
enough.
The opening is part of the Vatican's efforts to defend Pius' successor, the
Ln southern Iraq, demonstrators wartme Pope P°IUS XII, against claims he did not do enough to save Jews from
carrying blaclc flags burned an the Holocaust during the wars.
The Vatican insists Pius XII, who earlier served as a church diplomat in
effigy of the pope.
Islamic leaders around the Germany and later Vatican secretary of state under Pius XI, used discreet
world issued more condemnations diplomacy that saved thousands of Jews.
of the pope's comments, bur
Archives officials said at midday that some 50 researchers had shown
some moderates in the MiddJe credentials to gain admittance, although some of the scholars came to consult
Ease appeared to be crying to put material on earlier papacies
a damper on the outrage, fearing
"There was a bit of chaos," said Alessandro Visalli, a researcher in
it could spiral into attacks on
contemporary history at P.ome's La Sapienza university who, like many others,
Christians in the region.
was hoping for an initial idea of what was in the files.
"I wanted to look at something but someone was already consulting it," said
On Sunday, Benedict said hewas
"deeply sorry" over any hurt caused Vrsani, whose research includes the attitudes of church hierarchy toward the
by his comments made in a speech
1938 anti-Jewish laws of Benito Mussolini, Italy's Fascist dictator.
lase week, in which he quoted a
He hopes the files wl reveal the frank views that Roman Catholic prelates
medieval text characterizing some privately held about Mussolini's racial laws affecting Italy's tiny Jewish community.
of che Prophet Muhammad's
One tantalizing question revolves around an encyclical that Pius XI
teachings as "e-.iil and inhuman"
commissioned to denounce racism and the violent nationalism of GerfTIM¥ But
and calling Islam a religion spread
he died before releasing it, and it has never been made public.
by the sword.
Tbe encyclical was never published "in part because of his death and in part
Benedict said the remarks came because it was judged to be inopportune political~ n Visani said.
from a text that didn't reflect his
A La Sapienza colleague, Envna Fattorini, told The Associated Press by
own opinion, but he· did not telephone after lookilg at the material that there were few mentions of the
rctraet what he said or say he was lllPUblshed encycical.
sorry he uttered what proved to be
•1was stlmed; she said. "We can't find various versions• of drafts
explosive words.
researchers ecpeded to find. She raised the possibility that some material might
The Vatican on Monday sought have been removed from the archives before they were opened.
co defuse the anger, ordering papal
AGerman researcher in Pane, Lutz Klinkhammer, said he didn't expect 'aft'/
representatives around the world
major discoveries concerning relations between the Vatk:an and Nazi Germany
co meet with leaders of Muslim
because three )'eal"S ago the Vatican made avaiable domnenls from the olllces
countries co explain the pope's of the papal rmcios in Berlil and M"1ich '1ring PM Xi's papatJ
... p fllf ..... .,, cloallDEl ID glll 1111 ............
-.111111111••sald.
point of view and full cone~ of
his speech.
\tiij also doesn't foresee 'aft'/ bombshel tilClngs. "The fads are known,
Roman Catholic leaders stepped more or less. You look for details and shadng." be said.
forward to defend the pontiff. At
The Rev. Giovanni Sale, an ltallan historian at the Jesuit magazine Civi1ta
an Italian bishops' conference, Cattollca. which is dose to the Vatican, expressed confidence the archives wil
Cardinal Camillo Ruini underlined
yield evidence to •correct• suspicions of -Semitism wroooding PkJS XII.
the bishqps' "total closeness and
The archives wl provide "a new beginni1g ilr a history without prejtdce."
solidarity to the pope" and said Sale told N' Television News.
they deplored interpretations
of che pope's comments "which
attribute co the Holy F;\.cher ... be peaceful.
an umbrella organization of Sunni
Extremists said the pope's Arab extremist groups in Iraq.
errors that he has not committed
Another Iraqi extremist group,
and aim at attacking his person comments proved char the West
Ansar
al-Sunna,
challenged
was in a war against Islam.
and his ministry."
Few in the Islamic world were
Al-Qaida in Iraq and its allies "sleeping Muslims" to prove their
satisfied by Benedict's scarcmenc of issued a statement addressing manhood by doing something
regret.
chc pope as "a cross-worshipper" ocher rhan "issuing scaccmcnts or
"The pope's words have caused and warning, "You and the West holding demonstrations."
"If the stupid pig is prancing
a deep wound in the hearts of arc doomed, as you can sec from
Muslims that won't heal for a the defeat in Iraq, Afghanistan, with his blasphemies in his house,"
the group said in a Web statement,
long time, and then only after Chechnya and elsewhere.
"You infidels and despots, referring to the pope, "then let him
a clear apology to Muslims,"
Egypt's religious affairs minister, we will continue our jihad (holy waic for the day coming soon when
Mahmoud Hamdi Zaqzouq, wrote war} and never stop until God the armies of the rdigion of right
in a column in the government avails us co chop your necks and knock on the walls of Rome."
daily Al-Ahram on Monday.
raise the fluttering banner of
In Iran, supreme leader
An influential Egyptian cleric, monotheism, when God's rule is Ayatollah Ali Khamenci used
Sheik Youssef al-Qaradawi, called established governing all people the comments co call for protests
for protests after weekly prayers on and nations," said the scatcmcnc by against the United Scates.
He argued chat while the pope
Friday, buc maintained they showd the Mujahedeen Shura Council,

may have been dccc:ived into
making his remarks, the words gne
the West an "excuse for suppressing
Muslims" by depicting chem at
terrorists.
"Those who benefit from the
pope's comments and drive their
own arrogant policies should be
targeted with arcades and protests,"
he said, referring co the United
Scares.
The anger recalled rhe outrage
eaclier chis year over cartoons
depicting the prophet published
by a Danish paper.
The caricatures, which Muslims
saw as insulting Muhammad, set
off large, violenc protests across the
Islamic world.
So fur, protests over the pope's
comments have been smaller.
However, there has been some
violence:
Actadcers
hurled
firebombs ar seven churches in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip over the
weekend, and a nun was shot to
death in Somalia.
Some 200 Khamenei loyaliscs in
the Syrian capital, Damascus, held
a protest Monday ar an Islamic
shrine, dismissing the pope's
apology. "The pope's sorrow was
equivocal," read one banner.
Dozens
protested oucside
the Vatican Embassy in Jakarta,
Indonesia, and schools and shops
in the Indian-controlled section
of Kashmir shut their doors in
protest.
"His comments really bun
Muslims all over the world," Umar
Nawawi of the radical Islamic
Defenders' Front said in Jakarta.
"We should remind him not to say
such things which can only fuel a
holy war."
Islamic countries also asked tbc
U.N. Human Rights Council to
examine the question of religious
tolerance.
Malaysia's
foreign
minister, Syed Hamid Albar, said
Benedict's apology was" inadequate
co calm the anger."
In
Egypt,
the Muslim
Brotherhood said the anger should
not be allowed to hurt ties with the
MiddJe East's Christian minorities.
But worries among Christians in
the region arc high.
Guards have been posted
around some churches, and
the head of Egypt's Orthodai
Coptic Church, Pope Shenouda
III, disassociated himself from
Benedict's statements.
The Dominican mission in
Cairo also criticized Benedia's
words, saying he chose a text for bis
speech that "revived the polemics
of the past."
"These comments, seen by
many Muslims as hurtful, risk
encouraging extremiscs on
sides," it said in a staccmenc, •
put in danger all the advances
dialogue made in rccc:nr decades.•

AP staffer held for months without charge
The Associated Press

The U.S. military in Iraq has imprisoned an
Associated Press photographer for five monrhs,
accusing him of being a security threat but never
filing charges or permitting a public hearing.
Military officials said that Bilal Hussein, an
Iraqi citizen, was being hdd for "imperative
reasons of security" under United Narions
resolutions, and a Pentagon spokesman
reiterated chat stance Monday.
AP executives said the news cooperacive's
review ofH ussein's work did not find anything co
indicate inappropriate contact with insurgents,
and any evidence against him should be broughc

co the Iraqi criminal justice system.
- 13,000 of chem in Iraq.
Hussein, 35, is a native of Fallujah who
They are hdd in limbo where few arc
began work for the AP in September 2004.
charged with a specific crime or given a
He photographed events in Pallujah and before any court or tribunal co argue for
Ramadi until he was dccained on April 12 of freedom.
In Hussein's case, chc military has
this year.
"We wane the rule of law co prevail. He provided any concrete evidence to back up
either needs co be charged or released. Indefinite vague allegations they have raised about
detention is not acceptable; said Tom Curley, Curley and other AP executives said.
AP's president and chief executive officer. "We've
The military said Hussein was cap
come co the conclusion chat chis is unacceptable with cwo insurgents, including Hamid
under Iraqi law, or Geneva Conventions, or any Motib, an alleged leader of al-Qaida in Iraq.
military procedure."
H ussein proclaims his innocence, acco
Hussein is one of an estimated 14,000 co his Iraqi lawyer, Badie Aricf lzzat, and
- people detained by the U.S. military worldwide he has been unfairly targeted.

